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PREFACE 

This report reviews five case studies from Colombia, El Salvador, 8enegaL, 
Ethiopia and the Sudan, describing experiences in the field of self-hPln ~nd 
mutual-aid housing. 

The Colombian study, which is rather extensive in terms of the nu..mber of 
people who have participated in the various programmes, illustrates how. self-help 
-ean bring out individual initiative and strengthen family ties. It .::;lso shm,rs 
that people are prepared to devote much attention to housing provided the 
necessary administrative and technical assistance frameworks are rea:3onably 1rell 
established. No less than 80 per qent of the houses in the survey sLc:-q soMe 
form of improvement that the family has undertaken after the completion of the 
formal aspect of the progr~mmt. 

The Santa Lucia colony project in El Salvador also illustrates the valu~ 
of the self-help movement in bringing an adequate standard of housing to the 
lm..r-income groups. The cape study suggests that no other form of hous-Lng programme 
could have brought adequate housing to as large a proportion of the population 
as has this one. 

The Senegal experience, which is one of the earlier experiments in 
self-help housing, illustrates, among other things, the suitability of self-help 
and mutual-aid methods in utilizing the considerable amount of idle manpo~er 
that usually exists in many of the cities of Africa. Although this project 
dates back nearly a decade and a half, there is some value in analysing it at 
this time in order to see what developments may have taken place since the 
completion of the project. 

Vithin the broad framework of self-help and mutual-aid housing, one can take 
up a .number of subthemes. Thus attention could focus on the nature and extent 
of the administrative assistance that is required to make such projects a 
success. Similarly, the question of psychological assistance could be another 
subtheme, as could the policy that sponsoring agencies adopt in relation to site 
development. The reader can, no doubt, identifY many more. 

In the following pages the question of technical know-hm..r in self-help 
housing will be taken up. In particular, the analysis will deal with the 
amount of technical know-ho~., that may be required for a successful self-help 
housing scheme. 

It is important to differentiate between two aspects of this question. First, 
there is the technical know-ho't.r that is characteristically induced from 
external sources, be they architects, engineers or social scientists. Secondly, 
there is the technical know-how that forms part of the equipment that potential 
self-help participants bring to the programme. The question, to what extent a 
family must have "construction11 knowledge before it can participate in a self-help 
housing programme, is a crucial one. The experiences described in the five case 
studies need to be examined in respect of the amount of information they reveal 
on this question. 
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Obviously it will be difficult for a family completely new to the building 
process to become a successful participant in a self-help housing programme. 
'.:.l1is being t~ .• e case~ one needs to consider the time required to provide the 
necessary pre-training in building methods before the participating family can be 
considered to be equipped with the minimum skills for taking part in a self-help 
pr:Jject. 

Much more data would have to be collected and an extensive study might 
have to be undertaken before definite conclusions could be arrived at in regard 
to this question. The case studies, though by no means conclusive, do show a 
clear trend. In the Senegal experiment, no less than 30 per cent of the 
participan" ... s had worked in the construction field. The 11experienced builders'1 

among the participants were strategically spread out among the subgroups of the 
mutual-aid society, and, no doubt, they contributed considerably to the success 
of the projects. 

In the El Salvador project, it appears that 20 per cent of the participating 
families had worked in building construction or related fields. The policy 
followed there had been deliberately to recruit families with some nuilding 
background; the number of families with no building experience was kept +.o a 
mJ.m.mum. Those rccrui ted for participation in the self -help project wi tnout any 
building experience were me.de t.o supplement the family's fund of skills by 
employing 11 skilled labourers". Sometimes these labourers were paid for by the 
organization and. at otl<.::r times by the family itself. 

'I'he survey of self~help housing projects in Colombia did not cover, at least 
directly, the question of the technical know-how of the participru1ts. But if 
their educational level can be taken as an indication, we can deduce that a 
considerable number had studied subjects related to building construction, since 
12 per cent of them had had secondary (vocational) and higher education. 

Another experience needs to be brought into the picture. ~1e self-help 
component of the Addis Ababa housing pilot project would probably have been less 
successful if it had not been linked to that aspect of the project that was 
completely implemented by a contractor. That contractor, who had been specially 
selected, provided a substantia.! amount of technical know-how for the self-help 
component of the project. 

A large number of experiences, so far, suggeststhat some level of technical 
know-how must be present and active before self-help housing or 1rrutual-aid 
'~-lousing can be given a better than average chance for success. Exactly what 
percentage of the participants of any given project or hm-r many within a family 
need to be already well versed in building construction is Jifficult to say. If 
the three case studies are indicative, the percentage should not be less than 
25. Further study will, no doubt, throw more light on the subject. 

All told, however, self-help housing methods have a considerable potential 
for mobilizing human resources for the provision of homes for low-income families. 
But, self-help can only be successful if the families themselves persevere, 
which they have to do in large measure. 

In the El Salvador project, for example, the m1n1mum time required to 
complete the standard house of the self-help project was a little over eight 
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months; in Senegal, the period was not much shorter. Thus, families have had to 
devote nearly all of their leisure time for months to the erection of a house. 
This cannot be done without a large measure of perseverance on the part of all the 
members of the family. 

The success of self-help projects cannot be measured only in terms of a 
completed house. The variety of friP.ndly contacts that have been established 
d~ring the strenuous period of house-building apparently continues to have meaning 
long after the project is completed. The framework of the mutual-aid association, 
with little modification, appears to serve various other needs of the communities. 
Thus, in Dakar~ the mutual-aid association established at the time of the 
conception of' the self-help project still exists nearly a decade and a half later, 
and f~~ctions as a vital community force continuing to help bring improvements into 
the lives of the member families. The same is true for the El Salvador project. 
Families that have been left destitute, or those who have found themselves in 
sudden difficulties, have counted upon the existen•e of the 11 community11 for help 
and assistance. This 11 association 11 was initiated in t!J.e context of the self-help 
housing project. 

Difficulties have also been experienced in carrying O'J.t aided self-help 
and mutual-aid programmes. The case studies reveal that frequently the value of 
the self-help approach is reduced by ideas and innovations that have not been 
adequately tested. 

In Colombia, for example, the way the design of civic centres has been 
carried out illustrates this problem. The initiators of the Seuegalese project in 
Dakar now agree that considerably larger savings could have been achieved if the 
house plans had been based on the use of temporary materials. But because of the 
influence of technical advisors, architects and engineers, the project assUI!led an 
overly ambitious scale, which was very dearly paid for. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

The following symbols have been ~sed in the tables throughout the report: 

Three dots ( .•• )indicate that data are not available or are not 
separately reported 

A dash (-) indicates that the a~ount is nil or negligible 

A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable 

A minus sign (-) indicates a deficit or decrease, except as indicated 

A full stop(,) is used to indicate decimals 

A comma(,) is used to distinguish thousands and millions 

A slash(/) indicates a crop year or financial year, e.g., 1960/61 

Use of a hyphen (-) between dates representin~ years, e.~., 1961-1963, 
signifies the :·ull period involved, includints the beginning and end years. 

Reference to 01tons 11 indicates metric tons, and to 11dollars 1
: ($) United States 

dollars, unless otherwise stated. 

The term 11billionol signifies a thousand million. 

Annual rates of growth or change, unless otherwise stated, refer to annual 
compound rates. 

Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add to totals, because of 
rounding. 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this 
publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of 
the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country 
or territory or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers. 
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BACKGROUND 

The sel~-help programmes have been o~ great importance, not only because of 
the housing itself but also because o~ the way in which the settlement project 
as a whole has developed. Various questions arise in this connexion. How far 
is the project geared to the way of life of the inhabitants? Are the indices 
adopted ~or the municipal services correct? Does a self-help project behave like 
a neighbourhood? If the project has not worked properly, what principles and 
assumptions should be adopted for future plans? 

Concern over these matters led the Instituto de Credito Territorial (ICT) to 
make a study of the main self-help housing projects with the following basic 
a1.ms: 

(a) To determine the technical, physical, social and economic characteristics 
of tbe-projects selected in different parts of the country; 

(b) To establish the relationship between those different aspects in order 
to make a comparison with other s ecto:r·.:; ; 

(c) To establish what common features there are in the development of the 
different self-help projects, in order to identify the chief positive elements~ 

(d) To determine what practical guidelines emerge from the survey for use 
in IC'I'' s future plans. 

Particulars of the system 

Under the self-help system, the beneficiary is sold a developed lot in an 
urban project and provided by the Institute with building materials and technical 
assistance in puttin~ up his house. The re-payment period is up to 20 years and 
rates of interest are the lowest charged by the Institute. No initial deposit is 
required and the recipient is given a period of grace of one year before the 
first instalment, while he is building his house, in order to avoid straining 
his budget. 

On his lot, the family has to build its house, with its mm labour and, in 
part, using its own money to finance it. The family uses the time it has free 
during the week or employs skilled workers where necessary, always under the 
-technical guidance and ¥ri th the social assistance of the Institute. 

The family has to begin building the house not later th... .. . days after the 
date on which the contract is signed and must take up residence in the house not 
later than 12 months after th~ same date. The recipient undertakes to work a 
certain number of hours a ¥ieek. particularly on Saturdays and Sundays, in 
accordance with the work programme drawn up by the Institute's Social Service. 
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The self-help housing system was formally launched by the Institute in 
1959 in the city of Cali, when a series of emergency projects was planned in 
order to deal with a serious housing problem affecting the poorest families. 

Shortly after the first experiments in Cali, new pro~rammes were undertaken 
in the other cities, and some aspects of the system were va~ied and modified 
when local characteristics so required. Table 1, at the end of this paper, shows 
the scale on which the self-help system is currently operating. The number of 
units completed under the system is 51,551, which is 46.5 per cent of the total 
of 110,594 constructed by the Institute up to 1965. 

It may be noted that in some towns such as Bogota, Hedelll:n and Bucaramanr,a, 
the system has used the methods of premodulation and prefabrication, also on a 
self-help basis. The results have been highly satisfactory. 

Projects chosen for the survey 

In order to obtain a sufficiently representative sample for the survey, the 
Institute selected 23 of its projects from all over the country, which had been 
carried out by the self-help method and were completed and occupied. 

The towns•and projects selected were the following: 

Towu 

Bogota 
Barranquilla 
Barranquilla 
Bucara.manga 
Bucaramanga 
Bucaramanga 
Cali 
Cali 
Cali 
Cali 
Cartagena 
cucuta 
cUcuta 
Ibague 
Ibague 
Ibague 
Ibague 
Medell:l'n 
Hedell{n 
Hedell{n 
Medell{n 
Montereia 
Pereira 

Pro.iect 

Ciudad Kennedy 
La Magdalena 
Las Palmas 
Los Arenales 
La Victoria 
La Joya 
Aguablanca 
Fortaleza 
Guabal 
Floresta 
Blas de Lezo 
Guaimaral 
Juan Atalaya 
Danubio 
El Jordan 
Lopez de Galarza 
Yuldaima 
Las Playas 
Alfonso Lopez 
Pedregal 
Florencia 
La Granja 
Cuba 

The urban development for the projects are shown at the end of this chapter. 
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Pre~arations for the survey 

For the purposes of the survey, questionnaires were drawn up containing 
questions on social and economic factors, the physical characteristics of the 
housing and the technical features of the projects. The sample was considered 
sufficient if it covered a quarter of the project in question, although in some 
cases it covered 30 per cent. The ir.Yestigators visited the projects and made 
objective observations on the spot in addition to collecting the necessary data. 

One fact should be ~orne in mind: although the self-help system has certain 
common characteristics as regards procedures, finance and methods, the progress 
of the projects has depended on the economic position of the families in some 
cases and the policy of municipal governments in others. 

The survey revealed the variety of physical factors affecting the development 
of the projects and the degree of social initiative and extent of coMmUnal action 
in them. Although some have nothing much to show in terms of achievements, this 
negative aspect should not be stressed, because the positive results can be seen 
in the enthusiasm for improvement and organization of the community. The 
Institute 1 s ~~ork, moreover, is complementary to that of the community. 

DEMOGRAPHIC ASPECTS 

Family size 

This survey of the 23 projects listed above covered a total of 2,218 
families, whose average size was 7.6 persons. The highest averages were to be 
found in the cities of Medellin (10.1 persons per family) and Bucaramanga 
(between 8.0 and 9.3). Table 1 shows the family size. 

If vre analyse this table J we will find a considerable difference between 
the average family size and that obtained from the Institute's registers (7.0) 
or the national average (5.6) calculated by the National Administrative 
Department of Statistics. 

It is interesting to note the orl.gl.n of the householders. Some come from 
the city itself (less than 25 per cent), some from neighbouring villages and some 
from other departments. Almost all are originally from the countryside, but have 
been in the city for more than three years. Some families come from slUms, 
most come from tenements and others from relatively acceptable housing. This is 
reflected 1n different kinds of cultural behaviour, which are difficult to 
integrate in the short run. 

As regards the persons making up the family unit, according to table 2 the 
survey covered a total sample of 13,897 persons. In order to study the number 
of nother personsi; in the family and to estimate more or less accurately the 
prevalence of subletting and other factors ~:~ely to have a bad effect on the 
housing situation, this total was broken du into two groups, the first being 
children and the second being parents and other persons. 

The over--all results shmr normal stability, children accounting for 
72.5 per cent of the family meNbership. The remaining 27.5 per cent are parents 
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and others, from which it may _be deduced that "outside" persons living with the 
family_account for about 10 per cent. Although the survey did not reveal the 
exact reasons for this phenomenon, it appears that the typical self-help family 
continues to grow after acquiring its house, even if it is already large, which, 
it may be assumed, is due to the rise in social position or :~status" entailed 
by possession of one's o~~ house. This does not, of course, prevent subletting, 
despite the small number of rooms in the typical self-help house. 

Population by age and marital statu~ 

This part of the survey was concerned with the stability of the family 
group. The results are shown in table 3. As far as the age of the head of the 
family is concerned, a high percentage were young: 20 per cent were under 30 and 
44 per cent under 40; only 10 per cent were over 50. 

As for their marital status, the sample gave results which may be regarded as 
normal for Colombia: 79.9 per cent w·ere married in accordance w·ith the Catholic 
rites, 7.0 per cent were unmarried, 4.5 per cent were widovred and 8.6 per cent 
were living in free union. It should be noted that the Institute does not 
discriminate in this respect, accepting an established family whatever its 
matrimonial status. 

There are, of course, differences between the various regions. Barranquilla, 
Cartagena and Cali have the lowest proportion ot· marr~ed persons, about 
72 per cent, while Hedell:i:n has 93 per cent. As for the sex of the heads of the 
families, 90 per cent are men and 10 per cent women. 

The figures given in table 3 provide clear evidence of family stability in 
every respect, despite the relatively high percentage of free unions in some 
cities. The conclusion seems to be that a family that wants to put down roots, 
for example, by building self-help housing, is already established and has 
permanent characteristics. 

School age population 

The study of this aspect, as indicated in tables 4 and 5, was divided into 
two parts: one on the school ages of the current inhabitants and the other on 
the kind of education the adults had had. 

In the 2,218 families (table 5) making up e population of 13,897 persons, 
there are 3,685 children (26 per cent) under six, i.e., und~r school age, 
2,165 (16 per cent) of secondary school age and 3,384 (24 per cent) between the 
ages of six and 11, i.e., of primary school age. It will thus be seen that a high 
percentage of the population is young. 

Out of the 3,384 children of school age, 2,670, or 80 per cent, attend 
school, while the remaining 20 per cent do not. These figures for primary school 
attendance in the Institute's projects are higher than the national and urban 
averages. They are much higher, of course, than in the slum districts of the 
country's larger towns. It can be said that the efforts made by the Ministry of 
Education under its school plan over the past four years have yielded good 
results. 
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Of the 2,165 children of secondary school age, 1,577, or 71 per cent, attend 
school. This proportion, though far from ideal, is also higher than the national 
and urban average. 

The proportion of the tota.l number of children under 18 attending school is 
76.5 per cent. It should be noted that there are no facilities for children 
uncer school age and that the shortage of classrooms is ageravated by the fact that 
some schools operate in unsuitable premises. 

Table 5 shows the level of education of the 4,505 adults included in the 
sample. Of these, 85. 3 per cent attended primary school only, 12. 5 per cent 
attended secondary school and 2.2 per cent had some higher education. 

To sum up. there is a pressing need for day-care centres and vocational 
training schools which will stimulate technical and industrial development and 
give the poor an opportunity to acquire skills. 

ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

Monthly family income 

As mentioned above, the self-help housing p~vjects benefjt only urban 
low-income groups. In other words, the people living there are pco~, so· 
much so that the only way they can get a house is by tG.~-.:.ing .part ::in a self-help 
project. 

In addition, as stated in the chapter on population, these families have 
the largest number of dependants. 

The su~vey showed the range of monthly family income, with figures which 
speak for themselves: 31.3 per cent earn less than 500 pesos, 29.6 per cent 
between 500 and 750 pesos and 22.6 per cent betwee~ 750 and 1,000 pesos. In 
other words, 83.5 per cent earn less than 1,000 pesos and 16.5 per cent more than 
that runount, only 1.5 per cent earning more than 2,000 pesos. 

The most important conclusion to be drawn is that in its housing policy 
the State succeeded in reaching the very poor, who before 196G had no opportunity 
to buy a house. It can be said that this system has given the poorest families 
of Colombia such an opportunity for the first time and that it has therefore 
entirely fulfilled its purpose. 

Of course, from another point of view, the poverty of these families, the 
austere circumstances in which they live ancl. their low purchasing power are 
self-evident. This is a national problem, which is common in Latin America and 
characteristic of under-developed countries. 

It appears, moreover, that in 66 per cent of the cases the family income is 
earned solely by the head of the family, while in 34 per cent there are other 
sources of income. Considering the large number of persons in each family, it 
is obvious what a heavy economic burden the head of the family bears. In addition, 
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the income figures for self-help housing pro~ects are lower than the average 
figures recorded by the Institute in the national housing inquiry. The inquiry 
shm-red that some 76 per cent of families have incomes of less than 1,000 pesos a 
month, while in the self-help projects the proportion rises to R3.5 Per cent. 

The survey gives estimates of per capita monthly income: 8 per cent earn 
less than 50 pesos a month, 66.5 per cent between 50 and 150 pesos and 
25.5 per cent over 150 pesos. This means that 74.5 per cent of the people 
living i~ these projP~ts have a monthly per capita income of less than 150 pesos, 
~hich is regarded as the minimum for a tolerable standard of livina. This shows 
the prevailing low level of living and limited purchasin~ power which, moreover, 
is common in many other sectors of the country. 

Economically active and inactive l?_OPulation 

This aspect of the survey, "\vhich deals with matters closely connected with 
income, confirms in various ways what has been said about the low level of 
living. Among the 2,218 families ·with a total of 13,897 members, 3,443 persons, 
or 25 per cent of the total, are economically active. 

On the average, 1.6 persons in each family are gainfully employed. These 
figures are extremely lmr, particularly considering the high average family 
size of 7.6 persons. Medellin and Barranquilla, whi~h are industrial cities, 
have the highest figures, while Cucuta and Ibap.;ue hav~ the lovrest. 

The antount of unemployment was difficult to establish, because of the effect 
of concealed employment, which wholly absorbs a sector of the p~pulation without 
permanent or specific employment. 

The most common category among the heads of the families was "employee 11
, 

which accounted for 23.7 per cent of the different activities covered. This 
group included policemen, wor~ers in shops, office workers etc. 

Other features that need to be analysed are the relatively low percentage 
of manual 1vorkers (16.1 per cent) which is directly due to the special 
conditions in each city, and the figure for 11 inriependent w~rkers 11

, which really 
means street vendors and the like. 

SOCI~L AND CULTURAL ~SPECTS 

Use of hoilsinp.; 

This part of the survey is concerned with the use to which the housing built 
by self-help is put, as compared with its original -purpose. 

As explained else1vhere, the machinery t>f the sE.lf-help system and the limited 
opportunities it offers oblige the householder to make his own arrangements for 
building his house and to use his own labour for the purpose. He gets financit:Ll _ 
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aid and technical guidance from the Institute. Nevertheless, after the house 
has been built, the owner usually improves and adds to it, tryin~ to adapt it to 
his basic needs, in accordance with his traditional way of living. He adds 
extra rooms 9 often upsetting the original plans or changing th~ facades with 
colours or coverings vvhich are not those original l_y visualized by the planner. 
These extensions are influenced by increases in the size of the family, the 
possibility of income from a sublease and the use of premises for commercial 
purposes. 

The most usual practice is to open stores and workshops, types of business 
which are easy to start at this social and economic level. 

Table 6 gives information on the use to which the different parts of the 
housing are put. Hhen the situation is described as "abnormal", it means that the 
room or patio is not used as such or that alterations have been made in the 
original plan, or even that the areas altered have been switched around. 

The data in table 6 show that 67 per cent of bedrooms, 50.5 per cent of 
kitchens, 56.4 per cent of dining rooms, 45.6 per cent of bathrooms and 
58 per cent of patios are properly used, i.e., that on the average 56 per cent of 
the different areas are fulfilling the functions for which they were designed, 
while 44 per cent have undergone alterations. 

This mea.-,s that architectural and urban development /nlans must be revised in 
order to adapt them .more closely to the social and cult1:~~l circumstances of 
these families. 

# 
An attempt was made to establish the degree of overcrowding in the housing, 

and it was found that there was an average of ~.4 persons to a bedroom, which is 
relatively high, but is an improvement on the figures of 5.0 to 7.0 for the 
tenements so common in the big cities, even if it is not ideal. 

N~eds felt by the community 

The inquiry revealed a great variety of opinions and a lack of any general 
agreement on what services were most important. The main ones, as shown in the 
survey, were the following: 

(a) Roads. Some emphasized the ne~d to pave, repair or macadamize roads. 
Since l964 the Institute has made sure that new projects, including self
help projects, are fully paved; 

(!.?) Hater supply and se1verage. The need for these is felt in the first 
projects b~~ilt, vrhere there were corrlmunal latrines and sinks. The water mains 
and sevrers for these projects are in the -process of construction, in accordance 
with plan 10 (Project Improvement). In other cases, the problem is due to 
deficiencies in the water supply of the cities in question; 

(_~) Schools. Despite the high proportion of the population of school age, 
only 9.2 pEr cent gsked for more school facilities~ 
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(d) Parks. Practically none of the projects surveyed bave any parks, but 
only 6~7 per cent of the population felt the lack of them. 

~1e opinions discussed here ·reflect the inwediate needs of the family or 
the house, such as roads, water supplies and schools. Other municipal services 
usually regarded as essential for any neighbourhood, however, were scarcely 
mentioned by those answering the inquiry. 

Despite the low incomes of almost all the residents of these projects, whose 
living borders on the subsistence level, the impact that home-oi~ership has 
'vithin the social group is quite apparent. In addition to giving the families 
security, it raises their social position ·and increases their economic stability. 

One of the questions asked in the survey 1vas 1vhether the respondent was 
satisfied to live in the project. The results were very good, since 86.5 per cent 
said that they were. The most common reason given was the fact of home-ovmership. 
The remainder may have declared themselves dissatisfied because of the lack of 
some public or municipal services. 

Ccmmunity activities 

The results of the inquiry showed that community life in these projects 
is very limited, not only because of the lack of communal facilities, which is 
critical in many cases~ but because the families are unaware of the advantages 
of such facilities and of an organized community. The self-help housing project, 
moreover, does not seem to have many of the characteristics that a neighbourhood 
should have. The idea of a neighbourhood implies that districts or settlements 
of a certain size - 200 dvrellings or more - should be autonomous and 
self-sufficient as regards the 11public facilities and the conditions require~ by 
the family for its comfort and normal living \vithin the immediate area of it 
home". 

HOUSING AND PUBLIC SERVICES 

Condition of the houses 

It was felt necessary to establish what efforts were being made to improve 
or enlarge dwellings. 

The inquiry showed the condition of the houses two or three years after the 
basic unit was handed over to the occupier. The data are very satisfactory: 
23 per cent of the dwellings have remained in the same condition as when handed 
over by the Institute; 43 per cent have been improved and 34 per cent have been 
enlarged. Thus over 75 per cent of the families have used their resources to 
improve their new houses. 

Public services 

It has already been said that the first projects constructed under this 
system had only a minimum of public services. In some cases communal sinlcs 
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served as a water supply and latrines '\orere installed in place of se'Yrerage. The 
Institute is remedying this situation in collaboration with the muncipal 
authorities. 

Of the 23 projects investigated, it was found that only 11 had an adequate 
vrater supply. The supply was clearly deficient in the remainder) because of 
defects in the central distribution. In the small number of projects where the 
supply is not yet connected up to houses~ it was found that communal sinks and 
latrines are not advisable~ because they do not work properly anywhere and they are 
not maintained and used in such a way as to be hygienically acceptable. 

As far as roads are concerned, one obvious feature is the importance of 
paving. Hhile it 1-ras not intended to pave the roads in the first self-help 
projects, in those in which paving has been carried out the improveJ'Ilent in the 
project has been striking. In practice it can be said that a paved project 
is one which has made considerable progress. About 70 per cent of the 23 projects 
surveyed did not have properly paved roads and it is the Institute's intention, 
within the limits of its financial resources, to expand the road improvement 
programmes in these sectors. 

COMI'1UNAL FACILITIES 

Health 

Communal health facilities were found to be very limited. for the following 
reasons. First, where there is a health centre, it is inadequate for those it is 
intended to serve. Secondly, scientific equipment and personnel are lacking. 
Thirdly, some projects vrith large populations require better services, such as 
hospitals, clinics etc. 

There are 15 health centres in the 23 projects, '\oThich provide an inadequate 
service, except those at Ciudad Kennedy in Bogota and El Guabal in Cali) where 
the standard is satisfactory. In these two projects, there are health centres 
sponsored by private organizations, which have taken them over, providing them 
with equipment and professional staff, who do satisfactory work. 

In the other eight projects, there are no health centres. Other health 
facilities, such as hospitals, maternal and child welfare clinics etc., are not 
to be found in any· of the projects. In Ciudad Kennedy, which is an exception, 
there are four private doctors' consulting rooms, operating individually. 

The following table shows the existing health services in these projects: 

Private doctors' 
Town Pro,iect Health centres consulting rooms 

Bogota Ciudad Kennedy 1 4 

Barranquilla La Hagdalena 1 

Barranquilla Las Palm as 

Bucaramanga Los Arenales 1 
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Town 

Bucaramanga 

Bucaramanga 

Cali 

Cali 

Cali 

Cali 

Cartagena 

Cucuta 

CUcuta 

Ibague 

Ibasue 

Ibague 

Ibague 

Medellin 

f.1edellin 

Medellin 

Medellin 

Monteria 

Pereira 

Pro,iect 

La Victoria 

La Joya 

Aguablanca 

Fortaleza 

El Guabal 

N. Floresta 

Blas de Lezo 

Guaimaral 

J. Atalaya 

Danubio 

El Jordan 

L. de Galarza 

Yuldaima 

Las Playas 

Alfonso Lopez 

Pedregal 

Florencia 

La Granja 

Cuba 

Total 

Health centres 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

15 

Educational services 

Private doctors' 
consulting rooms 

4 

For the purposes of this studyj the existing schools were divided into two 
categories: "adequate11 schools, i.e., facilities constructed specifically for 
use as schools, and !linadequate11 schools, i.e., those operatine-: in unsuitable 
premises, generally with very little space, which are part of the housing made 
available by the Institute and are lived in as well as used as classrooms. 
There are 66 adequate schools, with 518 classrooms, and 76 inadequate ones, with 
142 classrooms. Assuming 40 pupils per class, these 660 classes are attended by 
26,400 pupils. It should be borne in mind that each school operates on t>vo daily 
shifts, and that the total capacity is therefore 52,800 pupils. 

The population of the 23 projects, with 33,433 dwellings, is 240,000j of 
whom some 25 per cent, i.e., 60,000, are considered to be of school age, which 
means that approximately 80 per cent of the children of school age attend school. 

These figures, although higher than the nationa1. urban average, are not 
ideal, and the situation is aggravated by the two-shift system that each school 
has to folJ_ow, which lowers the quality of the .education. 
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In addition 3 the school plays only a small role as a neighbourhood centre 
for cultural and sports activities in t.hP project. 

There are no trade schools nor are any planved, except onP larg::- one for a 
school centre in Ciudad Kennedy, which is s-ponsored by the Ministry of Education. 

In some community centres there are small libraries (two cases) and in the 
El Guabal project in Cali there is a sizable reading room. Cultural activities 
are thus conducted on a very small scale. 

The schools found in these projects were the following: 

"fumber of 
Town Project adequate schools 

Bogota Ciudad Kennedy 27 

Barranquilla Las Palmas 3 

Barranquilla La Magdalena 

Bucaramanga Los Arenales 3 

Bucaramanga La Joya l 

Cali Aguablanca 2 

Cali Fortaleza 3 

Cali El Guabal 

Cali N. Floresta l 

Cartagena Blas de Lezo 2 

Cucuta Guaimaral 2 

Cucuta Juan Atalaya 4 

Ibague El Danubio 3 

Ibague El Jordan 3 

Ibague Lopez de Galarza 2 

Ibague Yuldaima 

Medellin Las Playas l 

Hedellin Alfonso Lopez 2 

Bedell in El Pedregal 2 

Medellin Florencia 

Monter:la La Granja 5 

Total 66 
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Number of 
inadequate schools 

21 

4 

3 

8 

9 

3 

l~ 

2 

3 

6 

2 

4 

7 

76 



'I'h~ f&.\:tcrs conside:.·eu u1. a·1alyE>i.:1'5 che .:v1.1mercial situation •rere the 
mmbe:r- at:d t:{pe of establishments and thei:;.~ l0catiun in the project as a \•Thole. 

'l1hese sc:lf--help pro~ er.ts \·T~l':: planned with -che only tmm planning indices 
a~-ailable, i.e. ~ those u.sed in l',""\:·_rope a.1c. tlte Uni tea States of America. Hovr 
v~id are th~se indices? The number of pe~sons per farr.ily in these projects is 
as much as twice that in the de--reloped '..!vuntrles, which lo~ically would imply 
different models. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the planners have found that these 
projects have not developed along the lines they intended and that the 
"spontaneousa development of the projects departs from the theoretical principles 
of urban development. In addition, the Institute has not been able, because of 
economic difficulties, to build the planned civic centres or provide commercial 
services. It is presumed that these services -vrill be provided by public and 
private local bodies which have an interest in doing so. 

But municipal authorities face the same or worse financial difficulties 
and the self-help projects do not attract private business. There are 
exceptions in some projects, such as Ciudad Kennedy, where private enterprise 
is building a supermarket and two cinemas and there are some commercial premises 
which have been built for that specific pur-pas e. In the survey, it vras 
established that no civic centre was functioning as such. There is a similar 
lack of green belts~ parks and recreational areas. The residents do not know 
hm..r to develop the free areas and do not realize what use could later be made 
of them. 

Host of these c1v1c centres were planned as if for developed countries, 
"'vbere the family car plays a leading role. This is obvious from the fact tha.t 
the civic centre is self-contained, away from the main streets, and functions 
like the familiar shopping centres in other countries. 

As regards their communal and commercial services, the projects have 
followed the pattern of the villages, where the chief centre of attraction is 
''main street" and the inevitable central square, which has the drawback that 
the projects in question do not have the traditional Spanish plaza. 

In all the projects studied, 11 spontaneous" commercial and artisan enterprise 
have sprung up along the streets with most traffic - buses mainly - and the 
spaces set aside for civic centres have been neglected. 

These commercial enterprises were classified into three groups: 

(~) Shops, which are the most common and are ahrays part of a dwelling; 

(b) Artisan enterprises; 

(£) Other establishments, such as bakeries, hairdressers, ice-cream 
stalls etc., which perform a specific commercial function different from that of 
a shop. 

'Ihe shops in the projects are of the traditional kind commonly found in 
Colombia. 
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In most cases, the shop contains a poor selection of articles for immediate 
consumption~ with fittings that are easy for the owner to install. 

The survey showed that shops account for 42 per cent of the total number 
of establishments. Next in importance are artisan enterprises and some small 
industrial establishments accounting for 18 per cent, and then other establishments 
with 40 per cent~ these being artisan activities using family labour. Ten per 
cent of all dwellings are used for something other than purely residential 
purposes. 

The concentration of commercial establishments, moreover, tends to be 
greatest in the oldest parts of the projects. The sections occupied first have a 
greater proportion of such establishments than those occupied later. 

The number of commercial establishments found and their relation to the 
total number of dwellings was as follows: 

Number of Commercial establish-
Number of commercial ments as Eercenta~e 

Town Pro,iect dwellings establishments of dwelling 

-
Bogota Ciudad Kennedy 7,104 1,429 20.1 

Barranquilla La t.fagdalena 1,279 155 6.3 

Barranquilla Las Palmas 1,086 

Bucaramanga Los Arenales 802 74 9.2 

Bucaramanga La Victoria 237 25 10.5 

Bucaramanga La Joya 871 83 9.5 

Cali Aguablanca 1,740 130 7.5 

Cali Fortaleza 1,651 97 5.9 

Cali El Guabal 2,278 136 5.9 

Cali N. F1oresta 1,900 123 6.5 

Cartagena B1as de Lezo 1,601 128 7.9 

Cucuta Guaimaral 1,194 93 7.8 

Cucuta J. Atalaya 2,528 129 5.1 

Ibaque Danubio 491 22 4.5 

Ibaque El Jordan 993 107 10.8 

Ibaque L. de Galarza 313 50 15.9 

Ibaque Yuldaima 463 24 5.2 

Medellin Las Playas 560 25 4.5 

Medellin Alfonso Lopez 715 54 7.5 

Medellin Pedregal 1,348 103 7.6 

Medellin Floren cia 665 54 8.1 

Monter:la La Granja 2,451 249 10.1 

Pereira Cuba 1,163 199 17.1 
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The proportions vary from town to town and with the size of the projects. 
In Ciudad Kennedy, Bogota, the number of shops is very high - 20.1 per cent. 
It is not possible for one in every five houses to maintain a viable commercial 
establishment and it must be concluded that these family businesses simply 
continue to exist whether they earn anything or not. This situation is to be 
found in the blocks that have been put up by the self-help system, where the 
poorest families live. The same is not true of blocks containing multifamily 
dwellings or houses built on contract, where there is obviously a smaller 
proportion of "spontaneous" commercial establishments. 

Apart from Ciudad Kennedy with its very high figure, the general situation 
is fairly uniform 9 with "spontaneous" commerce in between 5 and 10 per cent of 
the dwellings. 

It is necessary to stress the rethinking the Institute has been doing 
recently in its new programmes. This has led to a new approach to the civic 
centre, which departs from the traditional models of industrialized countries. 
The civic centre cannot go on being treated as an island far away from the 
project's busiest centres of attraction (bus routes), when more than 98 per cent 
of the inhabitants have no cars of their own. A good example of this new 
approach to communal facilities is to be found in the new developments at 
Timiza in Bogota, El Socorro in Cartagena and La Flora in Cali, which are soon to 
be built. 

There is evidently a need to promote the co-operative system. If instead 
of the small shops, which are growing up like mushrooms in the projects and whose 
existence is also precarious, there were supermarkets in the form of properly 
run and well-situated co-operatives, the families in the projects would greatly 
benefit. The survey revealed a complete absence of co-operatives except in 
Ciudad Kennedy in Bogota and the El Guabal project in Cali. 

Administrative services, such as municipal offices, post offices, 
telephones, police stations etc., are few and far between. In only seven of 
the 23 projects in the survey were there police stations. There are post offices 
1n two projects. 

The recreational and social welfare facilities are also very limited. 
Three nurseries and day-care centres are planned in the Bucaramanga projects and 
one at Pereira. The El Danubio project at Ibague has the only day-care centre 
which is operating properly. 

Another matter requiring immediate action in these self-help projects is to 
encourage the planting of trees and grass. Parks and green areas ·vrere strikingly 
absent in almost all the projects. In order to remedy this situation, a project 
improvement programme is ))eing undertaken, through the World Food Programme, with 
very good results. 

With four ex~eptions, the projects had religious facilities, despite the 
fact that in most cases the buildings used for the purpose were poor or 
improvised. The great influence that spiritual leaders can exercise on the 
development and organization of communities should not be overlooked. The few 
social welfare organizations which help the people of the project have almost 
always been organized througb the church. 
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'Ihe ~.A.s t part of t.he s-.J.r•.rey was concerned '-Ti th cbe :i.nf luenee c. f rocttls ard 
the volume of traffic in the proj ect.s. In e~c~l pro,iect, the en-:.:;ry a11d ezi t 
points for vehicles v.rere studied ar-d the vo:!.um:= ot i.ra.tfi.::: at peak !:tou:."'s w&.s 
worked out. After tl1e :r..umber cf vehi~let· pel h•)Ur had be:=n 1-!&tab::;_J.shcd in eac.h 
pruject ~ the ~1ercentage .::>f the tote.l traffic C•J1 ea~h ~c.s.C. wa::; cs.1•:ula.te:l. 

Of the 23 projects, this 1 epor t. ~nclude:::: graph.:: fcrL· CiuO.ad Ken:::1edy in 
Bogota, Blt:.s de Lezo in Cartagena~ Las P~lmas &nd ~s. Magdalena jn Ba.n·anqu:Illa 
and El J·ordan in Ibague, as thE. most representativ-e :::xam:p..Lea. 

Ciudad Kennedy had the most t.raf'fic: 41)3 vehicles per hour on its ruaJ.n 
artery and between 13 and 20 vehicles per ho-J.r on S"!Dal1ct· streets. Streets 
inside blocks have less than 10 vehicles per hour. 

The Blas de Lezo project has a maximum of 102 vehicles per hour aud on the 
least travelled cross streets, eight vehicles per hour. The other internal 
roads which serve the blocks directly have less than five vehicles per hour. 

In the Las Palmas and La Magdalena projects, the heaviest traffic is found 
in one street with 280 vehicles per hour while the less travelled streets are down 
to 24 vehicles per hour. Here again, the block streets nave less than 1.0 
vehicles per hour. In the El Jordar" project, the greatest rlensit:v was found in 
one street ;.rith 146 vehicles Per hour and the lo1.rest ;.ras l~( vehicles ner hour. 
Once again the block streets had v.rell below 10 vehicles per hour. 

These figures confirm the statments made in the previous chapter. The 
development of the self-help projects has not followed the ori~inal plans nor 
has it conl"ormed to the specifications that many municipal authorities have laid 
dOW11. Some require the Institute to meet the same specification~ in these 
projects as those laid down for luxury housing districts, -v1ith the same costs 
and taxes. 

The road study shows that about 50 per cent of the streets are superfluous. 
There is no point in building a series of roads that are going to be used by less 
than 10 vehicles per hour at peak periods, particularly when, as stated earlier, 
less than 2 per cent of the inhabitants of these areas have their own cars. 

tJ!ore consideration should therefore be given to the roads that are to serve 
self-help housing projects. Public transport by bus :is the rule in these 
projects, not the car, as in c'lt=>ve1oped countries. 

CONCLUSIONS 

l. The self~help system, despite the understandable shortcomings to be found 
at the start of any new system, has been Colombia's greatest ste-p for1.rard in its 
attempts to solve a serious ho~sing problem~ because it has lowered unit costs and 
made use of valuable human resources as a labour force) thus bringing into the 
housing ·market a large section of the population which was formerly marginal 
in this respect. Thus one of the goals set in the general development plan adopted 
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by t"le national G0vernment hss been achieved. l\bout 52 .,OuO f8Jllil:i es have go·.., 
hm..'sin~ by this sy:::tem in Jess thr-m six years. 

2. A~ cording to the res~l ts of the survey, 77 per cent of tl:e d~-rellings haYe 
undergone very cor>siderar;le extensions and improvements, w}1 j ch means that there 
has been a welcome channeJ.ling of family S13.Vinr-s into housing. 

3. The instalments which tne house-owners pay on their houses, being s .. :nne 
20 per cent less than the rent they used to pR.y, free a consid.erable uart of 
t.heir income, v.:hich t~ey can nm.r use to purcha::;e goods and services 5 w"i th great 
benefit to the natio11al economy. 

4. The -vrork done on the projects by the Institute has been welcomed almost 
unanirrously. Despite the limitations of services and communal facilities in 
many of them, 86.5 per cent of the families interviewe1 said that they 1-rere 
satisfied to live in the nrojects. 

The Institute shouJ d therefore continue these progrru1unes , trying to correct 
the mistakes of the past. 

5. The survey established the need to intensify and give better guidance to 
the Institute's educational campaign through the Social Service, in order to 
utilize to the maximum a range of latent skills present in these projects. They 
contain human material of exceptional value. 

6. A new approach is needed to the planning of civic centres for the project. 
The development models and indices for services connected with housin~ must be 
revised and adapted to the characteristics of the families in question and to 
their economic and social circumstances. 

7. Cow~unity organization, the cornerstone of pro~ress in these projects, 
has not received due attention. The families must be involved in a more vigorous 
kind of communal life if the development of ti1e project is t.o be -vrell balanced. 

8. There is an urgent need to undertake a co--operative organization progrrunme. 
Credit and consumer co-operatives would not only help to avoid the proliferation 
of unproductive shops, bu~ would also alleviate to a ~reat extent the economic 
difficulties caused by low family income. 

9. The Institute's new plans for self-help housing should always include water 
supply and sewerage connected to houses. The system of communal sinks and 
latrines has not been satisfactory and it is very uneconomical to provide such 
services after the housing has been built and occupied. 

10. One of the most urgent needs iL1 all these projects lS for green areas, parks 
and kinQergartens. 

Without proper courts~ without trees, without green grass, these projects 
will alw·ays be unfinished, with no life of their o-vm, providing no opTJOrtunity 
for healthy recreation. 

Vi~orous impetus should be given to the project improvement plan ~nd all 
civic bodies should be encouraged to co-operate in this campaign. 
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11. The new projects should give special attention to the need to establish 
a rational and properly organized system of roads, in order to avoid 
unnecessary cost to the house-owners. The new plans must give greater 
importance to walks for pedestrians and roads which carry very little traffic. 

12. As a corollary to this, municipal authorities must be asked to change the 
specifications they lay down for roads in these residential areas for poor 
people. It is absurd that the same specifications should be applied to them as 
to luxury districts, as is happening in some cities. 

13. Attention should be given to the possibility of the Institute following 
policy that will attract private enterprise, in order to interest it in 
providing commercial, cultural, recreational, amusement and other facilities. 
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Town 

Bogota 
Barranquilla 
Barranquilla 
Bucaramanga 
Bucaramanga 
Bucaramanga 
Cali 
Cali 
Cali 
Cali 
Catagena 
Cucuta 
Cucuta 
Ibague 
Ibague 
Ibague 
Ibague 
Medellin 
Medellin 
Medellin 
Medellin 
Ivlonteria 
Pereira 

Table 1. Area, total population and number of dwellings 
of projects analysed 

Project 

Ciudad Kennedy 
La Hagdalena 
Las Palmas 
Los Arenales 
La Victoria 
La Joya 
Aguablanca 
Fortaleza 
Guabal 
Uueva Floresta 
Blas de Lezo 
Guaimaral 
Juan de Atalaya 
Danubio 
El Jordan 
Lopez de Galarza 
Yuldaima 
Las Playas 
Alfonso Lopez 
Pedregal 
Florencia 
La Granja 
Cuba 

Dwellings Dwellings Average Total 
planned occupied number of population 

occupants 

8,922 

1,740 

2,100 
1,743 

579 
1,382 

345 
463 
656 
769 

1,574 
840 

3,151 

7,104 
1,279 
1,086 

802 
237 
871 

1,740 
1,651 
2,278 
1,900 
1,601 
1,194 
2,528 

491 
993 
313 
463 
560 
715 

1,348 
665 

2,451 
1,163 

per dwelling 

8.1 
7.5 
7.0 
8.0 
9.3 
8.6 
7.6 
6.0 
7.1 
7.4 
7.3 
6.3 
6.6 
8.4 
7.2 
6.6 
7.9 

10.1 
9.0 
9.5 
9.5 
8.5 
7-8 

57,542 
9,592 
7,602 
6,416 
2,204 
7,491 

9,906 
16,174 

11~687 
7,522 

16,684 
4,124 
7,150 
2,066 
3,658 
5,656 
6,435 

12,806 
6,317 

20,833 
9,071 

Area 
(hec~
tares) 

290.85 
43.72 
49.96 
19.22 

4.00 
27.80 
72.70 
60.75 
66.66 
82.60 
80.00 
34.38 
60.67 
17.72 
43.26 
11.93 
14.00 
29.86 
38.40 
68.90 
52.70 

140.00 
48.28 

Source for all tables: Institute de Credito Territorial, Office of Planning 
and Statistics. 
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Table 2. Persons per family 

Children Others 
Tmm Project Nur.1ber of Number Percentage Number Percentage Total 

families of total of total nl'n:be'!:' ,.7: 
pet s:::;::-.s 

(1) (2) (~+;-I 
-- -·-·-

Barranquilla La Magdalena 2t~ 125 74.1 50 28.6 17) 
Barranquilla Las Palmas 189 820 67.9 382 32..~ ,~_J[' 

Bucaramanga Arenales 91 527 78.9 141 Zl.l hhc:_, 
Bucaramanga Antonia Santos 24 129 62.6 77 37.4 ;·•J6 
Bucaramanga La Joya 94 586 72.9 218 2(.2. 8\.1~ 

Bucaramanga Nueva Granada 29 167 72.9 62 27.1 229 
Cali Ar;uablanca 115 561 68.7 256 31.3 81'7 

~· 
Cali Fortaleza 197 910 76.0 288 24.0 1.198 
Cali Guabal 215 1,202 78.5 330 21.5 1.532 
Cali Nueva Fortaleza 131 667 78.7 180 21.3 841 

I Cartagena Blas de Lezo 263 1,328 72.1 589 27.9 l.~9l7 1\) 
0 Cucuta Guaimaral 135 641 75.1 213 24.9 e;;~ I 

Cue uta J, Atalaya 223 380 83.9 73 16.1 453 
Ibague Danubio 96 444 64.3 246 35.7 600 
Ibague El Jordan 178 362 54.7 299 45.3 ·56~ 
Ibague Lopez de Galarza 60 224 58.0 162 42.0 -=l86 
Ibague Yuldaima 79 368 71.2 149 28.8 5:7 
Hedellin Las Playas 75 629 85.6 106 14.4 7~~. 

-~ 

Total 2,218 10,070 72.5 3,827 27.5 119" 
------



Table 3. Age and marital sta..;us of heads of families 
(Percentage) 

Age of heads Marital status of heads 
Town Total number Up to 30 30 to 40 40 to 50 Over 50 Unmarried Harried vTidowed Other 

of heads 

Barranquilla 24 16.6 54.2 29.2 4.2 75.0 4.2 16.6 
Barranquilla 189 26.4 50.3 12.7 10.5 4.2 73.0 5.3 17.5 
Bucaramanga 91 12.1 41.8 39.6 6.5 17.6 79.1 3.3 
Bucaramanga 24 12.5 33.3 33.3 20.9 8.3 87.5 4.2 
Bucaramanga 94 18.2 37.2 27.6 17.0 10.6 86.2 1.1 2.1 
Bucaramanga 29 17.2 37.9 31.0 13.9 17.2 76.0 3.4 3.4 
Cali 115 7.8 36.5 40.0 15.7 1.7 80.0 11.3 7.0 
Cali 197 21.8 42.6 22.3 13.2 11.2 72.6 3.1 13.1 
Cali 215 20.0 41.9 28.8 9.3 8.8 75.8 2.8 12.6 
Cali 131 18.3 44.3 2'(. 4 10.0 3.8 69.5 8.4 18.3 
Cartagena 263 26.6 36.9 24.7 11.8 6.5 73.3 4.2 16.0 

I Cue uta 135 21.5 41.5 19.3 17.7 7-5 80.7 5.2 6.6 1\) 

I-' Cucuta 223 19.3 57.8 19.7 3.2 4.5 87.9 5.8 1.8 I 
Ibague 96 8.3 42.7 33.3 15.7 1.1 88.5 8.3 2.1 
Ibague 178 27.5 47.7 20.2 4.6 5.2 91.0 2.:? 1.6 
lbague 6o 23.3 40.0 26.7 10.0 5.0 85.0 - 10.0 
Ibague 79 21.5 38.0 31.6 8.9 12.6 82.3 3.8 1.3 
~1edell:ln 75 8.0 48.0 29.3 14.7 6.7 93.3 

Total 23218 20.1 43.8 25.4 10.7 7.0 79.9 4.5 8.6 

Note: See names of projects in table 1. 



Table 4. Study by school ages 

--6-
_ __f::_g_€_2_. ____ ~~ 

11 12 18 Total population of school a~e 
Town Number of Attend Do not Attend Do not Attend school Do not attend school 

families school attend school attend (percentage) 
school school 

Barranquilla 26 44 16 16 5 74.0 26.0 
Barranquilla 189 252 27 119 9 91.1 8.9 
Bucaramanga 91 112 23 91 53 72.8 27.2 
Bucaramanga 24 31 12 21 17 64.2 35.8 
Bucarams.nga 94 142 10 94 44 81.4 18.6 
Bucaramanga 29 46 4 32 8 86.7 13.3 
Cali 115 126 64 119 19 74.7 25.3 
Cali 197 164 55 97 41 73.1 26.9 
Cali 215 245 134 126 89 62.4 37.6 
Cali 131 133 80 6o 54 59.0 41.0 

I Cartagena 263 397 40 215 47 90.1 9.9 
f\) Cue uta 135 158 27 112 23 84.4 15.6 f\) 
I Cue uta ?.23 172 92 76 65 61.2 38.8 

Ibague 96 108 73 69 33 62.5 37.5 
Ibague 178 245 22 100 30 86.9 13.1 
Ibague 6o 70 4 20 4 91.8 8.2 
Ibague 79 90 1 76 14 91.7 8.3 
Medellfn 75 135 30 134 33 81.0 19.0 

Total 2,218 2,670 714 1,577 588 r(6, 5 23.5 

Note: See names of projects in table 1. 



Table 5. School attendance 

Primary Secondary University etc. 
Town Project Number Humber Percentae;3 Number Percentage NUI'lber Percentage Total 

of of total of total of total 
families 

Barranquilla La Magdalena 24 56 93.3 4 6.7 60 
Barranquilla Olas Palmas 189 359 95.2 14 3.7 4 1.1 377 
BucaramanBa Arenales 91 174 85.3 21 10.3 9 4.4 204 
Bucaraman~a Antonia Santos 24 47 35.4 6 10.9 2 3.7 55 
Bucaramanga La Joya 94 199 84.3 34 14.4 3 1.3 236 
Bucara.manga N. Granada 29 68 85.0 9 11.2 3 3.8 80 
Cali Aguablanca 115 222 87.4 32 12.6 254 
Cali Fortaleza 19'( 243 91.3 21 7.9 2 0.8 266 
Cali Guabal 215 345 91.8 26 6.9 5 1.3 376 
Cali IJ. Floresta 131 256 93.1 15 5.4 4 1.3 275 
Cartagena Blas de Lezo 263 489 69.8 187 26.7 25 3.5 701 

' Cucuta Guaimaral 135 219 ""'0 ., 
j ./ • ..1.. 52 13.8 6 2.1 277 

1\) Cucuta J. Atalaya 223 242 87.4 16 5.8 19 6.8 277 w 
I Ibaque Danubio 96 169 93.9 11 6.1 180 

rbague El Jordan 178 318 90.9 26 7.4 6 1.7 350 
Ibague L. de Galarza 60 87 93.5 2 2.2 4 4.3 93 
Ibague Yuldaima 79 135 79.9 31 18.3 3 1.8 169 
Medellin Las Playas 75 217 78.9 57 20.7 11 0.4 275 

Total 2,218 3,845 85.3 56~ 12.5 96 2.2 4,505 



Table 6. Use of the dwellings 

N = Normal use 
A ~ Abnormal use 

Town Project Number of Bedroom KitcherJ. Living-Dining room Bathroom Patic 
dwellings N A N A N A ?J A N A 

Barranquilla La Mac;dalena 24 2 22 8 16 8 16 5 19 '?4 
Barranquilla Las Palmas 189 9 180 22 167 43 146 18 171 2.C 179 
Bucaramanga Arenales 91 88 3 70 21 72 19 87 4 .Jr? 4 <J I 

Bucaramanga Antonia Santos 21~ 21 3 20 4 19 5 21 3 20 4 
Bucaramanga La Joya 94 90 4 75 19 82 12 88 6 86 8 
Buc9.ramanga N. Granada 29 26 3 19 10 21 8 26 3 26 3 
Cali Aguablanca 115 115 - 63 52 89 26 78 37 93 22 
Cali Fortaleza 197 168 29 144 53 153 44 108 89 129 tie 
Cali Guabal 215 215 - 135 ao 159 56 148 67 , -L 

~J. 61 
Cali :N. Floresta 131 128 3 79 52 82 49 6o 71 7h 57 
Cartagena Blas de Lezo 263 288 35 158 105 176 87 194 69 ~06 57 

i 
Cucuta Guaimaral 124 98 126 1\) 135 11 113 22 37 9 123 12 

.f='" 
198 94 88 161 62 26 I Cucuta J. Atalaya 223 25 129 135 197 

Ibague Danubio 96 5 91 18 7R 28 68 6 90 3 93 '-
Ibague El Jordan 178 37 141 38 140 4o 138 39 139 38 140 
Ibague L. de Galarza 60 2 58 2 58 2 58 2 58 2 58 
Ibague Yuldaima 79 26 53 20 59 17 62 29 50 29 50 
Hedellin Las Playas 75 5 70 8 67 27 48 10 65 10 65 

Total 2,218 1,487 731 1~121 1,097 1,251 967 1,206 1,012 1,287 931 

Percentage of 
total number of 
dwellings 67.0 33.0 50.5 49.5 56.4 43.6 54.4 45.6 58.0 42.0 



· .... 

Table 7. Community services most used 

·I' own lifumber of 1Jone Church School Public Co-oper~tive Community Other 
opinions health - centre 

Barranquilla 27 10 11 - 4 - 1 1 
Barranquilla 134 54 69 8 - - - 3 
Bucaramanga 105 56 10 12 27 
BucarB.I!langa 15 - 6 5 - - 4 
Bucaramanga 140 20 49 49 20 - 2 
Bucara.I'langa 35 15 9 7 - - 4 
Cali 112 43 - 5 27 9 9 19 
Cali 222 52· 6 - 116 34 7 7 
Cali 233 32 23 6 59 27 - 86 
Cali 109 18 20 42 2 1 26 
Cartagena 257 - 179 53 9 - 10 6 
Cucuta 188 64 35 20 16 16 6 31 

I Cucuta 239 - 73 123 - - - 43 
1\) Ibague 175 6 15 83 57 - 14 Vl -
I Ibague 165 21 118 6 18 2 - -

Ibague 92 4 ·- 47 37 - 3 1 
Ibague 89 21 - 32 5 - - 31 
lviedell:ln 75 75 

Total 2,412 491 505 610 379 93 90 244 

Percentage 100 20 21 25 16 4 4 10 

Note: See names of projects in table l, 



Table 8. Condition of the houses 
·- ~- --~ ·- ··-- -~--

Unchanged Improved Extended 
Town Number NUflber Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage 

of 
dwellin s 

Barranquilla 24 5 20.9 8 33. ~l ll 45.8 
Barranquilla 189 78 41.3 98 51.9 13 6.8 
Bucaramanga 91 8 8.8 57 62.6 26 28.6 
Bucaramanga 24 -3 12.5 12 50.0 9 37.5 
Bucaramanr.-a 94 15 16.1 53 56.4 26 27.5 
Bucaramanga 29 7 24.0 12 41.4 10 34.6 
Cali 115 12 10.5 38 33.0 65 56.5 
Cali 197 32 16.2 123 62.5 42 21.3 
Cali 215 47 21.9 111 51.6 57 26.5 
Cali 131 16 12.2 66 50.4 49 37.4 
Cartagena 263 27 10.3 63 24.0 173 65.7 
Cue uta 135 21 15.5 27 20.0 87 64.5 
Cucuta 223 47 21.1 111 49.8 65 29.1 
Ibague 96 38 39.6 41 42.7 17 17.7 
Ibague 178 89 50.0 64 35.9 25 14.1 
Ibague 6o 27 45.0 23 38.3 10 16.7 
Ibague 79 22 27.8 34 43.1 23 29.1 
Medellin 75 22 29.2 13 17.3 4o 53.5 

Total 2,218 516 23.3 954 43.0 748 33.7 

Note: See names of projects in table 1. 
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The Urban Housing Institute and the Inter-American Development Bank~ in 
accordance with the terms of Loan No. 27 TS ES; specified that 50 per cent of the 
units built under that loan were to be constructed by the self-help nethod. 
Two thousand five hundred units were to be built over a two-year period 
(1964-1965). 

This study reports on the experience obtained during the first stage of the 
Santa Lucia Colony mutual-aid project, when 200 units were built, and from the 
subsequent construction of 260 additional units. 

THE URBAIJ HOUSING INSTITUTE'S INTERPRETATION OF SELF-HELP 

The purpose of the programm~ was to promote and carry out the construction of 
hygienic~ comfortable and economic permanent dwellings for families that were in 
need of housing and whose low incomes made it impossible for them to acquire homes 
by other means. The outstanding characteristic of the programme was the collective 
action of the participants, who provided the necessary labour in building their 
houses. 

The characteristics of the first two projects were established in advance. 
The zone, design) budget and participation of families and of the InstitutP. were 
specified. 

Thus, the Self-Help Section of the Institnte took part. in publicizing the 
project, selecting participants or future allottees, programming work to be done 
with the families, and directin~ the execution of the work itself, in both the 
building and social aspects. 

SANTA LUCIA COLONY PROJECT - 200 AND 260 UNITS 

Location 

Santa Lucia Colony is located approximately 8 kilometres east of the centre 
of San Salvador, on the south side of the Boulevard del Ejercito~ near Ilopango 
International Airport. 

This location was selected because it is near several factories and because 
of the transportation facilities provided by the highway that connects it with 
the capital city and which can easily be improved should the need arise. The 
Institute also happened to own property in that sector. 

This project was publicized among the labour population of the factories 
located in the vicinity of the Colony, but families residing in or working in other 
zones of the city who showed interest in this way of solving their housing problem 
were also accepted as candidates. 
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The adaptation of our building system to non-skilled labour presented serious 
problems, and at the beginning the families' labour contribution only amounted to 
4 per cent of the value of the house 1 thus making it necessary for them to provide 
cash as well. In other words~ their ivork ·Has to be assessed at $200 and they were 
to complete their 10 per cent contribution with a cash payment of $350. A term 
of six months was granted for payment of this amount, in monthly instalments of 
$60. 

The programme was calculated for a population with family incomes between 
$120 and $320, but the families that were interested fell into an income group 
of $120 to $250, and they could not make the payments even under the easy terms 
specified. This made it difficult to recruit candidates, and less than a hundred 
were finally gathered. 

The project stood thus: 

Cost of tbe housing unit (total) 

Developed site . . . . . 1,500 

Construction materials . 2,500 

Labour o o • • o • • • 

Labour was divided between that provided by the family and that provided by 
the institution. 

Family contribution: 

Labour 

Cash . 

Total contribution . . . 

$200 

350 (in monthly 
instalments 

___ of $60) 

In vievr of these findino,;s, the physical participation of the families was 
reviewed, in order to enable them ~o contribute $514 worth of labour~ although this 
meant taking the risk involved in using inexperienced workers on jobs that called 
for skilled labour. 

The project then stood thus: 
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Self-help programme for building type D-2Z 

Area of lot . 8.50 
2 

x 12 - 102 m 

Unit built-up area. . . 5.84 X 9.08 ~ 53.03 

Cost of building each unit. • 

Developed lot • 

Unit 

Allottee's labour contribution. 

Approximate allotment value of unit • 

Interest •• 6 per cent 

Number of monthly instalments 
to be paid. • • • • • 240 

Approximate amount of instalment. 

Total labour, self-help and contracted •• 

units 

2 m 

. . 

$3 '751. 30 

1,500.00 

$5,251.30 

514.33 

$4~736.97 

$33.95 

$1,002.33 

Construction jobs in which the family groups in the mutual-aid 
programme, unit type D-2Z, took part, and their values 

Layout $ 10.00 

Terracing ••• 16.00 

Concrete slab • 104.87 

Roofs (structure and cover) •• 202.22 

Doors and fittings •• 27.84 

Closets • . . . 23.10 

Installation of potable water supply •• 6.00 

Sanitary fittings •••• . . 30.00 

Electrical installations. 59.50 

Painting and varnishing • , 10.50 

Cleaning. • . . 11.50 

Nomenclature·. 0.80 

Green areas • 12.00 

Allottee's labour contribution. $51.4.33 
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SOCIAL ASPECTS 

· General interest in participation grew with the increase in the family 
labour contribution. But the project was not initiated until a year later, on 
4 April 1964. It began with the construction of 66 units, divided into three 
groups as follows: 

Group No. 1 28 families 

Group No. 2 20 families 

Group No. 3 18 families 

The work schedule established was: 

Saturdays: from 2 to 6 p.m. 

Sundays: from 7 a.m. to 12 noon 

Tt was estimated that, with nine hours of work per week, the construction phase 
would last from six to eight months. 

After the second week, the first participating families extended the Sunday 
work 8chedule, first to 2 p.m. and later to 4 or 6 p.m. They also proved to be 
quite able and enthusiastic. 

After a month, during which the performance and ability of workers who were 
unskilled in building were observed, a second stage of 40 units was started, on 
1 May of the same year. 

The 40 families were later divided into two groups. No. 4 and No. 5, of 20 
families each, for control purposes. 

On 31 May of that year, 94 more families began wo:r-k, thus completing the 
200-unit project originally planned. These 94 families were divided into four 
groups, thus: 

Group No. 6 20 families 

Group No. 7 24 families 

Group I~o. 8 20 families 

Group No. 9 30 families 

Performance 

The time spent in building generally ranged from 14 to 16 hours a week, 
and work was also done on holidays such as 1 May, 4 August, 15 September, 
12 October and 5 November. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Time worked by each group 

Tota.l 

Man-hours 

13,412 
9,920 
8,3lh 
9,140 
9,100 
9,140 
9,860 

10,872 
11,130 
14,336 
14,728 
12,432 

9,864 
10,162 

9,768 
7,260 
7,020 
7~060 
9,800 
5.740 

330,522 

The unskilled participants were observed as they performed different tasks 
and were assigned to the jobs in wh~ch they proved to have the most ability. 
Pouring concrete, especially, was done by unskilled workers. 

The women, even though not considered qualified, worked very well. They were 
assigned to make beams used in the roofs, a job that was rarely done by men. The 
men did mix the concrete and level the beams, but in most groups, the work was 
done entirely by women. In several groups, female participation consisted of 
cutting iron and making l/41

' iron fasteners for the structurej in most cases they 
were assigned to painting, and patching and painting of windows. \·Jhen the male 
workers needed help in covering roofs and plastering, the women also lent a hand. 
In four or five groups, a woman was responsible for managing the cement mixer, and 
serving the concrete once it was made. 

It is considered that at least two or three members per family helped in the 
work, bringing the labour force to 1,380 persons. Six hundred persons worked on 
the 200-unit project and 780 family members worked on the 260-unit project, not 
counting helpers under 15. 

Paid labour 

It v1as necessary to contract skilled labourers, paying part of the cost, for 
several jobs that required specialized skills or that would have unduly delayed the 
rest of the work. These expenses were met with the funds established by the 
individual groups. 
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PARTICIPANTS' ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PROGRAMME 

The disciplinary regulations established by the institution were respecteJ, as 
were the penalties established by the groups themselves. 

Each work group was organized with a board of directors made up of the 
following officers: 

Co-ordinator 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Auditor 
Vocal 

The duties of these members are stated in the internal rev,ulations for the groups 
(see annex I). 

Attendance 

This is regulated by the Institute, allowing 10 per cent of the total ·Horking 
hours (figured at the rate of nine hours a week for eight months), or three 
consecutive weekends, of unexcused absences. In addition to this control, the 
groups established cash penalties at the rate of 1 or 2 colones per hour. The 
most accepted fine was 2 colones on Saturdays and 4 or 5 colones on Sundays. The 
institution requires at least one member of the family to work. Educational 1.-rork 
is carried out in order to persuade each family to take as many helpers as possible 
to the construction site. Some groups made it obligatory for each family to take 
a helper or to pay a certain amount in substitution for such a helper. These 
situations were regulated by Social Services, according to family conditions. 

lfithdrawal or expulsion 

The requirements and disciplinary regulations were made clear to the 
participants from the time they showed interest in the programme, in order to avoid 
misunderstandings, especially in cases of vrithdrawals or exp1llsions. 

A participant who withdrew received no reimbursement; his work was credited 
to the group. The person who participated in his place had to make up the 
remainder of the contribution through labour or cash payment of an equivalent 
amount. The labour contribution was determined by the Institute in accordaL~e with 
what eacl1 participant had been contributing, but the money was managed and 
controlled by the group. 

Dro-p-outs 

Desertions in the 200-unit project amounted to 10 per cent, and in the 
260-unit project, to 18.5 per cent, making a total of 14.8 per cent for the entire 
project. This was quite encouraging, as it provided concrete proof of the 
acceptance of the programme, especially if we analyse the reasons participants hed 



for deserting, and the time at which they did so. Most of the desertions occurred 
during the f'irst week of wcrk, and were due to health problems and the working 
schedule. Very few workers deserted because of lack of interest. 

As regards the second project, the desertions occurred after the earthquake 
of 3 May 1965, which shook San Salvador, and as a result of which there were 
rumours of great danger in the working area. Only one person was expelled during 
the entire project, and that was on account of absenteeism. The cases of 
undisciplinary conduct that might have merited expulsion were handled in such a 
way as not to deprive the family group (wife and children) of the dwelling, while 
the person who caused the problem would no longer be entitled to it. This situation 
arose in less than 3 per cent of the families. 

Group finances 

The building work took longer than had originally been planned, and since the 
groups had increased, it was necessary for the families to help by paying for a 
certain amount of labour. For this purpose, each group created a fund) composed 
and administered entirely by its members but under the supervision of Social 
Services. The fund was made up of quotas assigned each participant by common 
agreement. These amounts varied from group to group, but were set between 
2 and 10 colones. Whenever a quota higher than 5 colones was set, Social Services 
intervened by cutting it or replacing it with extra work, since the main purpose of 
the project was to increase the physical contributions of the families and reduce 
cash ~ayments to a minimum. In many cases the groups were able to take care of 
expenses with the funds accumulated through individual and collective contricutions. 
In cases of families with pressing financial problems, outside help was sought 
from community agencies and other organizations. 

In summary, the capital of each group ~as made up of the quotas from each 
family; the income from fines for absenteeism; the profit from lucrative activities 
such as raffles, dances and sweet sales; and the finanvial contributions of 
persons substituting for those who withdrew from the programme. 

Willingness to work 

The participants' spirit of initiative in the execution of the work entrusted 
to them was evident. Many of them proposed and applied some very practical 
working methods, with excellent results. Others invented tools that made their 
work easier and many even made the tools needed by the groups, such as iron 
cutters, clamps etc. 

Most of the participants were quite active, although some were less diligent. 
The families responded to the programme by taking a good number of members to 
help, and many participants worked more than their fellow group members. 
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Aspirations for improved housinp, 

The housing plans did not include brick floors, fences or gates. The 
participants requested these improvements in the desien, but it was not possible 
to consider them in the first project. In the second; the Institute was able to 
provide the materials for building fences, with the families contributinF, the 
labour. For the brick floors, the Office provided compensation equivalent to the 
labour involved in dubbing out the floors. The groups that wanted brick provided 
the materials and labour necessary. In the second project, five groups bricked 
up their houses, making a total of 120 units, which amounted to 47 per cent of the 
specific project and 23.5 per cent of the whole project. Also, th5.s percentage was 
increased by the families in both projects i·Tho bricked up their units individually. 

The walls of the houses had a rough finish, but were plastered after allocation. 
This 1-1as also the case with the dubbin~S out of' roofs and insid0 walls. 

Hum~.n problems 

During the progress of the project, several irregular situations occurred as 
a result of various family factors. 

There were problems with relations among participants. This ;ras a result of 
the fatigue caused by the work, the lack of understanding by some participants 
with regard to the physical limitations of their fello•,r n;roup members, or of the 
rough I!lannerR of others. r1any of these problei!ls disappeared as construction 
advanced, most at the conclusion of the work, and very feif persisted. 

Other irregular situations -vrere caused by '·rorkers being laid off thei:r jobs) 
marriage problems 5 limited income, and poor health·. there i·rere some conduct 
problems. Social service caseworkers i·Tere assigned to all these problems. In 
general, a spirit of co-operation ioTas awakened that became evident durinp: the 
course of the construction, in such cases as the followin~:. 

In one of the groups in the first project, one of the participants fell 
seriously ill hal~vay throuGh the buildin~ phase. The family could not pay for 
substitutes, nor did it have any relatives in San Salvador. Th~ group finished 
its vmrk and the family received the house along with the rest. 

This was proof of the feeling of solidarity developed in the t:;roup and shmvs 
how· important self-help projects can be in arousing col"'ID.unity feelings 1-1hen a group 
of individuals sharing similar tasks and problems undertakes a particular enterprise. 

In the 260-uni t project, likelrise, one of the participants had a car accident 
on the way to the building site. The group took over his obligations and his 
family received its home. 

The friendships observed among most of the participants were satisfactory, and 
have improved after occupancy. However, there have always been some neighbourhood 
problems, especially because, after the f&1ilies received their dwellings, no 
attention v1as given to helping thei!l adjust to their ne>-r surroundine;s. 
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IIJTEGRJ\.TION INTO TH:C SOCIAL LIFE OF THE COt.111UNITY 

In the 200-unit project, a central board of directors was or~anized~ with a 
representative from the new participating groups, in order to include them in the 
community activities being carried out by the first residents of the Colony. 
Their co-~operation and the dynamism they brought to the work were helpful, as they 
became interested in the proe;ress of the Colony. They proved the:'r could work for 
themselves~ with the co-operation of neighbours. On their own initiative, they 
installed lighting in some lanes that were in need of it~ providing the materials 
and labour themselves and collectively paying for the power. 

The community school-building committee conducted a 71Colony Crusade: 1 to 
raise funds for finishing and furnishing the building. Everyone co-operated, even 
the groups that -vrere still at the construction stage. 

This project has fulfilled the double purpose - demonstration and education -
of St;lf~he:!..p programmes, and vTith the work to be done in the Colony in the future, 
it vri.il be possible to prove its social benefit as regards the instilling of 
community spirit. 

STATISTICS 

The following statistics are presented for future analyses in learning about 
the client population for this type of programme~ so that it may be chosen to 
satisfy certain conditions that are essential if the largest portion of the 
population with acute housing problems is to be reached. 

Table l. number and percentage of members of the 460 (200 + 260) 
families qualified for construction ~vork 

Arc;e of 
qualified 200 families Percentage 260 families Percentage Total Percentage 
members families 

15 - 21 52 20.88 77 23.47 129 22.36 

22 -· 29 74 29.72 107 32.62 181 31.37 

30 ·- 37 157 22.89 70 21.34 127 22.01 

38 - 45 42 16.87 37 11.28 79 13.69 

46 - 53 12 4.82 22 6.71 34 5.89 

54 + 12 4.82 15 4.57 27 4.68 

-----------
249 100 328 100 577 100 
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Table 2. Ratio of male ~opulation to population qualified 
for construction work 

Number of Total Total male 3/2 Population 5/3 
families population population X 100 qualified X 100 

(percentage) for cons- (percentage) 
truction 
work 

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 ) 

200 1,013 488 49 249 51 

260 1,296 632 49 328 52 

460 2,309 1,120 48.50 57? 51.51 

'l'able 3. Percentages of occupations related to construction, 
in relation to the 460 members responsible for building 

Occupation Number of Percentage of total Percentage of male Percentage 
persons population population qualified 

population 
(2,309) (1,120) (577) 

.Mason 13 0.56 1.16 2.25 
Carpenter 26 1.13 2.32 4.51 
Plumber 3 0.01 0.27 0.52 
Electrician 11 0.48 0.98 1.91 
Assembler 5 0.22 0.45 0.87 
Hechanic 37 1.60 3.30 6.41 
Painter 10 0.43 0.89 1.73 
I.1ason' s aide 5 0.22 0.45 0.87 
Hast er builder 2 0.09 0.18 0.35 

Trade 

Occupations 
related to 
construction 

Manual 

Other 

112 5 10 19.42 

Table 4. Trades of applicants 

200 families Percentage 260 families Percentage Total Percentage 
fami-
lies 

58 29 40 15.38 98 21.30 

52 26 74 28.46 126 27.39 

90 45 146 55-75 236 51.30 

200 100 260 99-59 460 100 
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Among the participant population, the cases of 95 families who did not have 
a member qualified for construction vTork were taken care of. Seventy-four of 
these families were represented in the construction work by friends or relations 
and only 21 families without a representative qualified for construction work 
were accepted. The families with substitutes or representatives amounted to 
16.07 per cent and the families with a male representative amounted to 
4.6 per cent. 

Table 5. Occupations of substitutes or representatives 
in construction work 

Occupation 200 families 260 families 

Related to construction 

Carpenter 3 1 
Mechanic 4 3 
Painter 2 1 

Hanual ----
Unskilled labourer 3 5 
Skilled labourer 2 
Tailor 2 1 
Motorist 2 5 
Dry-cleaning worker 1 
Shoemaker 4 
Typographer 1 

Other 

Orderly 2 
Employee 3 13 
Student 2 8 
Bus-fare collector 2 
Accountant 3 
Professor 1 

Total 27 47 

Summary 

Occupations related to construction 
M~nual occupations 
Other occupations 
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4 
7 
3 

8 
2 
3 
7 
1 
4 
1 

2 
16 
10 

2 
3 
1 

74 

14 
26 
34 



Table 6. Schooling of applicants 

Level of education Number Percentage 

Primary 259 56.30 

Secondary 51 11.09 

Teacher 1 s training courses 6 1.30 

Accounting courses 17 3.70 

Business and financial courses 60 13.04 

University 11 0.22 

Illiterate• 14 4.78 

Schooling unknown 44 9.57 

Total 460 100 

Table 7. Schooling of total population of the 460 families, 
from the age of 7 

Level of education Number Percentage 

Primary 784 46.2 

Secondary 122 7-5 

Teacher's training courses 14 0.82 

Accounting courses 30 1.76 

Nursing courses 3 0.17 

Business and financial courses 1?0 7.00 

University 2 0.11 

Illiterate 42 2.4 

Schooling unknown 580 34.1 

Total 1,697 100 
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Table 8. Distribution of family income 

Income level Total income Number of Percentage of Accumulated 
families families percentage 

(colones) (colones) of families 

90 - 109 290 3 0.65 0.65 

110 - 129 1,217 10 2.17 2.82 

130 .. 149 2,669 ' 19 4.13 6.95 

150 -· 169 85228 56 12.17 19.12 

170 - 189 7,170 40 8.70 27.82 

190 ~ 209 10,096 51 11.09 38.91 

210 - 229 8~911 4o 8.70 47.61 

230 - 249 10 ,441~ 44 9.56 57.17 

250 - 269 12,507 52 11.30 68.47 

270 - 289 7,769 28 6.09 74.56 

290 .. 309 16,410 55 11.96 86.52 

310 - J29 10,503 34 ·;- .39 93.91 

330 - 3~9 5~045 15 3.26 97.17 

350 -~ 3t;9 4,600 13 2.83 100.00 

Total 105,669 460 100 

I-iaximum income 360.00 colones 

Average income 229.71 colones 

Hinimum income 90.00 colones 
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Table 9. Rentals paid for former housing 

Rental 200 
(colones) families 

5 - 10 2 

11 - 15 10 

16 - 20 34 

21 - 25 33 

26 - 30 17 

31 - 35 24 

36 - 40 18 

41 - 45 5 

46 - 50 13 

51 - 55 4 

56 - 60 8 

61 - 65 2 

66 - 70 6 

71 - 75 4 

76 80 2 

81 - 85 

86 - 90 1 

91 - 95 

96 - 100 4 

101 + 2 

Were not 
paying rent 11 

Total 200 

Percentage 

1.00 

5.00 

17.00 

16.50 

8.50 

12.50 

9.00 

2.50 

6.50 

2.00 

4.00 

1.00 

1.15 

1.54 

1.00 

0.38 

2.00 

1.00 

5.50 

100 

260 
families 

4 

17 

41 

50 

41 

22 

17 

9 
10 

6 

10 

4 

3 

4 

5 

1 

1 

5 

10 

260 

The minimum rental was 5 colones per month. 
The maximum rental was 180 colones per month. 

Percentage 

1.54 

6.50 

15.77 

19.23 

15.77 

8.46 

6.50 

3.46 

3.85 

3.31 

3.85 

1.54 

3.00 

2.00 

1.92 

0.50 

0.38 

1.92 

3.85 

100 

Total 

6 

17 

75 

83 

58 

46 

35 

14 

23 

10 

18 

6 

9 

8 
.... 
i 

2 

5 

7 

21 

450 

Percentage 

1.33 

3.78 

16.67 

18.44 

12.89 

10.22 

7.78 

3.11 

5.11 

2.22 

4.00 

1.33 

2.00 

1.78 

1.56 

0.44 

1.11 

1.56 

4.67 

100 

The most frequent rental was 25 colones per month; this is about 10-12 per cent of 
income. 

Observations on rentals. Only one family among the 460 was paying 180 colones; 
4 families were paying 125 colones and 2 were paying 120 colones. 'l'hese were 
considered in the frequency of 101 colones or more, which shows a total of 7. 
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'.rable 10. Type of housing formerly occu~i~~ by participating families 

----- -· 

Type of housing 200 "Pcr ... culo.Gc 260 Percentage Total Percentage 
f'flroi~ies families 

Tenement 150 75.00 139 53.46 289 62.83 

Shared house 12 6.00 26 10.00 38 8.26 

Individual house 5 2.50 34 13.08 39 8.48 

Apartment 16 8.00 45 17.31 61 13.26 

IVU multifamily 
apartment 8 4.00 8 3.08 16 3.48 

Other ( champas , 
alleys, etc.) 9 4.50 8 3.08 17 3.70 

Total 200 100 260 100 460 100 

Table 11. Number of bedrooms needed in housing 
of participating families 

---·---·- --·-·-
Number of 200 Percentage 260 Percentage Total Percentage 
bedrooms families families 
------ ·-- --------

1 3 1.50 26 10.00 29 6.30 

2 52 26,00 72 27.69 124 26.96 

3 120 60.00 140 53.85 260 56.52 

4 24 12.00 20 7-59 44 9-57 

5 1 0.50 1 0.38 2 0.43 

6 0 1 0.38 1 0.22 

Total 200 100 260 100 460 100 

SPECIFICATIONS 

In carrying out the physical works, the first task was to select the building 
jobs in which the participating families could co-operate and the ones in which 
family labour was out of the question. 

The following factors were taken into account in this selection: 

(~) The basic contribution of 10 per cent of the total cost of the unit; 

(~) Skilled labour available in the family groups; 

(£) Need to contract labour for certain jobs in order to avoid over-all 
delay of the construction. 
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The building of roofs presented the most problems for the participating 
families, because of the design itself, because this job required specialized 
labour, and because it was done during the rainy season. If we add to this that 
the equipment, such as cement mixers and vibrators, was not in good working 
condition, it may be seen why roofs account for a high percentage of the total 
construction time. 

The 460 units reporter. on here were built in two stages. Two hundred units 
were built during the first stage, and during the second, initiated immediately 
upon completion of the first, the total of 460 units were completed. 

These units were built on land that had already been completely developed, 
except for the sidewalks, which were built afterwards. 

A special factor that must be noted is that on 3 May 1965, during the building 
of the final 260 units, a severe earthquake caused losses and delay in the 
construction. This, of course, was also reflected in the slightly higher cost of 
the last houses, built after the earthquake. 

The following tables provide interesting information on costs and the 
different activities carried out by the participating families in the construction 
of their dwellings. 

Job 

Layout 

Terracing 

Floors 

Concrete 

Table 12. Individual participant contributions to the 
construction of 200 one-family dwellings in 

the Santa Lucia urban centre 

Kind of work done Unit price 

1 layout for dwelling 10.00 

8.00 m3 terracing 1.00 

28.80 m foundation bedplate mould 0.20 

46.06 m iron foundation bedplate 

49.67 m2 floor foundation 
framework 

3.00 m3 concrete foundation 
bedplate 

7.20 m3 concrete floors 

1 each unmoulding foundation 
bed plate 

12.00 m vertical ribs 

55.80 m crown beam 

6.00 m rebate moulding 

3.41 m3 concrete crown beam 

1 each unmoulding crown beam 
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0.30 

o.4o 

5.00 

5.00 

2.00 

0.30 

0.30 

0.75 

5.00 

6.00 

Value 
(co;ton~s) 

10.00 

8.80 

5.76 

13.81 

19.86 

15.00 

36.00 

2.00 

3.60 

16.74 

4.50 

17.05 

6.00 

Total 

10.00 

8.80 

92.43 

47.89 



Job 

Roofs 

Doors 

Windows 

Table 12 (continued) 

Kind of work done Unit price 

222.00 m making beams 

222.00 m placing beams 

36.00 m piling 
2 57.50 m roof framework 

9.30 m border beam 

32.50 m roof scraping 

9.35 m facia mould 

54 each fleches for roof 

32.00 m quartered wood for roof 

4.80 m3 roof concrete 

59.68 m2 roof plaster 

2 each panelled doors 

2 each doors with latch 

4 each double-throat rebates 

4 each single-throat rebates 

300 each rebate pins 

7 each louvred windows 

0.10 

0.15 

o.4o 
0.50 

0.30 

0.15 

0.30 

0.10 

0.15 

Sanitary fittings 1 each toilet placed 

10.00' 

o.4o 
3.00 

2.15 

1. 75 

1.50 

0.02 

1.33 

5.00 

5.00 

Electrical 
installations 

Potable water 

Cleaning 

Temporary 
installation 

1 each lavatory placed 

1 each sanitary furnishing 

1 each connexion for 
sanitary furnishing 

13 each units installed 

1 each installation 

1 each house cleaning 

Per participant 

Total 
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35.00 

2.50 

2.00 

12.50 

6.00 

0.42 

Value 
(colones) 

22.20 

33.30 

14.40 

28.75 

2.79 

4.87 

2.80 

5.40 

4.80 

48.00 

23.87 

6.00 

4.30 

7.00 

6.00 

6.00 

9.31 

5.00 

5.00 

35.00 

2.50 

26.00 

12.50 

6.00 

0.42 

Total 

191.18 

29.30 

9.31 

47.50 

26.00 

12.50 

6.00 

0.42 

481.33 



I .::
Vl 
I 

Uwnber 
of 

Group rami-
ITo. lies 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

'7 

iJ 

9 

10 

11 

p 

F. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1() 

19 

?0 

28 

20 

18 

20 

20 

20 

20 

24 

30 

28 

28 

24 

24 

24 

24 

20 

20 

20 

28 

20 

Table 13. CoDI.Parative table of 20 groups of families participating in the programme 
for building 460 dwellings under the nru.tual-aid system 

(colones) 

')'"" 

--------------------·------·~· ---------------------- -·- ----. ·~· --·· ·-- --·--- ---- --·--

Starting 
date 

C~st 

Finishing Building of 
date time materials 

Cost 
of 

labour 

Cost 
of 

site 
Total 
cost 

Individual 
family 
contri
bution 

Percent
age of 
labour 
cost 

Percent
age of 
total. 
cost 

Alloca
tion 
value 

------- -·------ ------------------· 

4/IV/64 13/XII/64 

4/IV/64 13/XII/64 

4/IV/64 13/XII/64 

20/IV/64 13/XII/64 

20/IV/64 13/XII/64 

6/VI/64 31/I/65 

31/V/64 

6/VI/64 

31/V/64 

6/XII/64 

6/XII/64 

6/XII/64 

24/I/65 

24/I/65 

31/I/65 

ll:/II/65 

14/II/65 

31/I/65 

17/I/65 

13/XII/64 

22/IX/65 

22/IX/65 

22/IX/65 

6/XI/65 

6/XI/65 

6/XI/65 

6/XI/65 

6/XI/65 

2bi Hi o3- --- <:.r/*I/65 

7/III/65 

28/III/65 

27/Xl/65 

27/XI/65 

8m.9d. 2,365.55 

8m.9d. 2,409.54 

8m.9d. 2,398.57 

7m.23d. 2,416.80 

7m.23d. 2,358.96 

7mo25do 2,394,35 

8 mos. 2,417.96 

7m.25d. 2,338.42 

6m.10d. 2,313.15 

9m.19d. 2,606.05 

9mol9do 2,654,84 

9m-19d. 2,619.70 

9m.l3d. 2,467.63 

9m.l3d. 2,373-33 

9m.6d. 2,484.97 

8m.23d. 2,583.93 

8m.23d. 2,523.45 

1,258.53 1,274.o6 4,898.14 

1,266.10 1,273.04 4,948.53 

1,266.83 1,273.22 4,938.28 

1,261.51 1,272.05 4,949.55 

1,253.22 1,272.05 4,883.92 

1,277-99 1,272.66 4,945.00 

1,313.4o 1,268.99 5,000.35 

1,293.68 1,277.14 4,909.24 

1,228.36 1,274.42 4,815-93 

1,325.21 1,288.63 5,219.89 

1,340.43 1,291.17 5,286.44 

1,354.42 1,292.13 5,266.25 

1,469.10 1,289.90 5,226.63 

1,513.77 1,290.21 5,177.31 

1,449.36 1,289.46 5,223.79 

1,466.36 1,294.67 5,344.93 

1,441.27 1,291.68 5,256.4o 

9 mos. 2,505.64 ,. 1,471.31 1,290.92 5,267.87 

8m.20d. 2,518.95 

8 mos. 2,436.05 

1,389.84 1,291.77 5,200.56 

1,l~29.58 1,292.29 5,157-92 

481.33 

481.33 

481.33 

481.33 

481.33 

481.33 

481.33 

481.33 

481.33 

514.82 

530.62 

535-97 

536.95 

537-10 

530.63 

522.64 

529.49 

526.19 

500.C'~ 

508.33 

38.20 

38.00 

38.00 

38.00 

38.4o 

37.70 

36.60 

31.00 

39.18 

38.80 

39.60 

39.60 

36.50 

35.50 

36.60 

35.60 

36.70 

35.80 

36.oo 

35.50 

9.8o 

9.70 

9·70 

9.70 

9.85 

9.70 

9.60 

9.8o 

10.00 

9·90 

10.00 

10.20 

10.30 

10.40 

10.20 

9.8o 

10.00 

10.00 

9.60 

9.90 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,000.00 

5,228.4o 

5,294. 96 

5, 273.43 

5,233.77 

5,184.47 

5,230.93 

5;352.07 

5,263.51 

5,274.97 

5,209.05 

5,165.02 

Monthly 
insta1-

ment 

31.95 

32.30 

32.25 

32.30 

31.85 

32.25 

32.65 

32.05 

31.35 

33.77 

34.13 

33.94 

33.66 

33.30 

33.66 

34.63 

33-91 

34.00 

33.78 

33-37 



ADMINISTRATION 

Self-help Section 

The Self-help Section is in charge of organizing, orienting and implementing 
the mutual-aid and self-help programmes. 

Because of the complexity of these self-help programmes, this section must be 
organized in a special manner, and have its own staff. 

The Self-help Section is directly under the Department of Engineering. It is 
composed of two Offices: Technical Orientation and Social Orientation. 

The staff of this Section is directly responsible to the Head of the Programme. 

A detailed explanation of the operation of this Section follows. 

Specific functions of the Head of the Programme 

His direct superior is the Head of the Engineering Department. 

(1) He reports on all activities to the Head of the Engineering Department, 
and sends copies of his reports to the President and to the Manager of the 
Institute. 

(2) He reports, well in advance, on future programmes, for purposes of 
estimating staff requirements. 

(3) He receives preliminary studies conducted by the Technical and Social 
Orientation Offices, and expresses his opinion with regard to those studies and 
their relation with the Project, Supervision and Urban Development Sections of 
the Engineering Department. 

(4) He determines the policies for orienting and organizing the participating 
families so that the work may go ahead smoothly. 

(5) He establishes the controls and supervision necessary for the proper 
execution of the programme. 

(6) He requests the joint support of the Departments of Engineering and 
Social Services, through established channels. 

(7) He requests the necessary co-operation from other Departments, through 
the Head of the Engineering Depar-tment. 
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Office of Social Orientation 

Functions 

(1) To recommend the location and housing policies of the programme 

In order to make sure the recommendations fulfil their purpose, research is 
focused on demographic potential, payment capacity of participant families, 
leisure time, schooling, preferred zones, acceptance of the programme, and such 
other information as may be helpful in getting a realistic picture of the true 
needs of the human group. This criterion enables the Institute to locate the 
projects at the best place possible and design the houses for maximum functions. 
Thus the State's resources are used to the best advantage, while previously 
analysed human resources are also properly canalized. 

After the preliminary study has been made, the Office recommends the zone 
where the programme will be more highly accepted in order to begin construction. 
Also, it provides the Projects Section of the Engineering Department with all the 
information (way of living of the families, payment capacity etc.) needed to plan 
the architectural design in a way that will meet the needs of the future 
occupants. 

(2) To publicize the projects 

The work being done and its purposes are publicized in order to prepare for 
the exploratory studies and to obtain the co-operation of the community under 
consideration. 

The projects are widely advertised in order to awaken among the people a 
desire to participate in them, and to create a favourable atmosphere for their 
implementation and expansion to other groups. 

Publicity is achieved through interviews with local leaders and authorities, 
meetings, posters and other suitable media. 

(3) To recommend the selection of candidates 

The candidates are selected on the basis of socio-economic studies carried 
out by this Section and by the Social Services Section of the Real Estate 
Department, in order to ensure that the plans are directed towards the actual 
beneficiaries of the programme. 

The selection is made according to the following criteria: size and 
composition of the family; acuteness of the housing problem; financial situation~ 
interest in the programme; schooling; occupation; leisure time; attitude towards 
the programme. Once these steps are completed, the eligible candidates are 
recommended for selection by the Head of the Programme. 
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(4) To orient and organize the different groups of participating families 

The f~~ilies .receive orientation during the entire process of organization 
of the groups, in order to enable them to participate effectively in the project. 
The necess~ry meetings are held (a minimum of three during the stage prior to 
construction), to explain the following aspects: the motives and objectives of 
the mutual-aid and self-help programme; the responsibilities of the participants 
and of the institution; the cost and design of the units and materials, proper 
use of the housing etc. 

The participant groups are organized in co-operation with the Technical 
Orientation Office, on the basis of the number of units to be built, the weekly 
working schedule, composition of the family, family income, and occupations of the 
active members. 

At the meetings, the different groups are trained in building; they are 
organized in such a way that, by instilling in them a feeling of group unity, 
they may be motivated to act as a unit, with a sense of responsibility. Part of 
this is achieved by organizing a board of directors or some other body to manage 
the internal affairs of the group. 

(5) To ensure that the groups continue to meet their obligations to the 
programme 

In order to keep group morale high and to keep the members working better, 
periodic meetings are held with the participants, for the purpose of educating 
them and strengthening and maintaining the relationships established. The progress 
charts are reviewed in co-operation with the Technical Orientation Office so that 
the group will be informed of the progress of the work. A sense of duty is 
infused in the people so that they will properly apply the established controls 
(attendance, control of tools, proper use of materials, discipline, work schedule, 
responsibility etc.). Whenever necessary, adjustments are made in the project, 
always in the best interests of the participating groups. 

(6) To participate actively in the periodic evaluation of the different 
pro.iects under way and make recommendations on necessary ad,iustments 

The final evaluation provides conclusions that are valuable records of 
experience, for reference in planning future projects. 

The causes of absenteeism and poor performance of any participant are 
investigated whenever such an attitude persists. 

Case work and group ·Hork methods of social service are applied when irregular 
situations arise that interfere with the progress of the work. 

{7) To carry out such social activities as may be advisable for the proper 
execution and success of the programme 
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Office of Technical Orientation 

Functions 

(1) To study and analyse the necessary background information regarding the 
proposed site, evaluating the location of the project, and to prepare the 
respective reports to the Head of the Programme. 

(2) To recommend the design for the urban development and for the housing 
units, as well as the building systems, to the Projects Section of the Engjneering 
Department, in order to ensure that they are adjusted to the specific modalities 
of the system. For this the following aspects, among others, must be taken 
into account : 

(a) Prior research on the family groups; 

C)?) Housing policies of the Institute; 

(~) Establishment of minimum building standards; 

(~) Availability of building materials in the market. 

{3) To work out a preliminary plan for the execution of the projects, in 
order to establish: 

(~) A suitable working schedule; 

(~) Classification of jobs by experienced and inexperienced labour; 

(~) Participation of the families in the building work; 

(~) Organization of work groups; 

{~) Physical progress calendar; 

(£) Delivery of materials; 

(~) Administrative and technical controls; 

(~) Physical execution of the project; 

(i) All operations relative to the development of the programme. 

( 4) J.·o assign both clerical and field staff to supervise the construction 
work. This supervision falls into two categories: 

(a) Supervision of work done by the participants, according to schedules 
specifically arranged for them; 

(~) Supervision of work contracted either directly or by public bidding. 
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The O~~ice makes the ~ield work assignments and records all data regarding 
costs, progres8 and performance of the workers. The clerical staff prepares 
summaries of these data and trans~ers them to graphs. These summaries and graphs 
are analysed for record-keeping purposes, as these records will be most helpful 
in planning future programmes. 

(5) To ensure that construction materials are efficiently supplied, and that 
they are used according to plans and budgets. 

(6) To orient and train the families with regard to the building systems to 
be used in the project, especially those for which they provide physical labour. 
For this it is esser.tial to programme a number of orientation sessions before 
beginning the work and the training to be applied during the execution of the 
work. 

(7) To co-ordinate with the other administrative departments. 

Services provided by the Projects Section of the Engineering Department 

(1) Once the blueprints of the proposed sites are finished, the Projects 
Section provides the following data: 

(a} Location of the site with respect to the urban network of the city; 

(~) Access streets, size of site and level curves; 

(~) Public services available; 

(d) Neighbouring community facilities; 

(~) Price of land; 

(!) Other pertinent information. 

(2) A~ter the Office of Technical Orientation has studied the sites proposed 
for the projects and made its recommendations for the preparation of the development 
and housing blueprints, the Projects Section: 

(~) Prepares the final project and blueprint for the site development, as wel: 
as for the dwellings; 

(b) Draws up the construction blueprints; 

(~) Lists the materials and the building system to be used, keeping in mind 
the recommendati1)ns of the Technical Orientation Section; 

(~) Plays its part in the execution o~ the projects, within the established 
organization of the Department. 

(3) The Section prepares all the plans, budgets and specifications ~or works 
to be submitted to public bidding. 
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Staff that took part in the project - 200 units, 1964 

2 engineers (only one worked full-time) 
1 architect 
3 social workers {including the head social worker) 
4 master builders 
1 timekeeper 
1 costs clerk 
1 storeroom clerk 
3 storeroom aides 
1 secretary 
1 messenger 

Staff that took part in the project - 260 units, 1965 

1 chief engineer 
1 co-operating engineer (not full-time) 
1 social worker (head) 
3 social workers (field) 
5 master builders 
1 costs clerk 
1 timekeeper 
1 storeroom clerk 
3 storeroom aides 
1 secretary 
1 messenger 

First project 

Organization of the social work 

'·' 

1 social worker - head social worker, in charge of 58 families consisting of two 
groups of 28 and 30 families. Publicity and preparation of 
second project. 

1 social worker - in charge of 78 families consisting of four groups, three of 
20 and one of 18 families. 

1 social worker - in charge of 64 families - three groups, two of 20 and one of 
24 families. 

Second project 

1 social worker - in charge of 128 families - five groups, two of 28 and three 
of 24 families. 

1 social worker - in charge of 92 families - four groups, one of 28, one of 24, 
and two of 20 families. 

1 social worker - in charge of 4o families - two groups of 20 families each. 
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The social worker who had only two groups was responsible~ in co-operation 
with the head social worker, for preparing the 1966 programme. 

The social workers on the second project did not take part in the first; both 
projects were used f'or staff training purposes. 

Staff in charge of construction 

The responsibility for the supervision ~d direction of the building work 
was civided between th~ engineer and the architect. 

The work groups 1vere assigned to each master builder in such a way that each 
would take care of approximately 50 houses. This distribution was applied to the 
200-unit project as well as to the 260-unit project. Only one engineer worked 
full-time in the supervision of the entire building process. 
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Annex I 

INTERNAL REGULATIONS FOR THE GROUPS IN THE MUTUAL-AID PROGRAMME 

Art. 1. This Regulation shall govern the internal activities of the family 
groups participating in the Mutual-Aid Programme, for the purpose of ensuring 
good relationships amon~ the participants and success in the construction of 
the dwellings. 

Art. 2. Each group shall democratically elect a board of directors 
consisting of a co-ordinator, an auditor, a treasurer, a secretary and a vocal, 
who must be heads of their respective family groups (applicant). 

Art. 3. The positions noted in the previous article shall be served 
voluntarily, with no right to any remuneration whatsoever. These positions do 
not relieve the incumbents from the obligation of contributing their own personal 
labour. 

Art. 4. The Co-ordinator shall be responsible for liaison between the 
group and the programme leaders. His duties shall be the following: 

(a) To request and receive, in representation of the members of the 
group, the building materials supplied by the Institute, upon authorization of the 
master builder; 

{b) To sign the corresponding receipts enough in advance to avoid paralysis 
of the -.;mrks because of shortage of materials; 

(~) To co-operate with the programme leaders in co-ordinating the work 
LG rJe done: 

(~) Together with the Secretary, to convoke the regular and special 
meetin~s, and chair them· 

(e) To report on the progress of the work, and hear opinions and 
suggestionq from the participants~ 

(£) Together with the Treasurer and the fuditor, to sign the vouchers 
for transactions originating in the group's decisions' 

(g) To sign the minutes and correspondence relating to matters of an 
administrative order· and 

(h) To co-operate in all activities that favour the project. 

Art. 5. The Auditor has~· nllowing duties: 

(~) To ensure that the Bep,ulati0ns for Particination are complied with, 
as well as resolutions approved hy the group and the Institute, especi_R.llv -vri th 
re~ard to proper use of materials; 
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(£) To check on the actions of the Board of Directors, and on the management 
of funds:, 

(5:) To inform the group, meeting as an Assembly, of any proven irregularity; 

(d) Together with the Co-ordinator and the Treasurer, to sign the vouchers 
for financial transactions; and 

(e) To co-operate in all activities that favour the group's actions. 

Art. 6. The Treasurer shall have the following duties: 

(a) To request, receive and be the custodian of the tools, equipment 
and fittings provided by the Institute or acquired by the group, keeping for this 
effect an inventory of same; 

(£) To receive, hold in trust and spend the money that enters the group 
fund, depositing it in a bank account; 

(~) To carry the books on income and expenditures and report periodically 
to the Board of Directors and to the group; 

(d) Together with the Co-ordinator and the Auditor, to sign the vouchers 
for financial transactions; and 

(~) To co-operate in activities assigned to him that favour the group. 

Art. 7. The Secretary has the following duties: 

(a) Together with the Co-ordinator, to convoke the regular and special 
meetings· 

(b) To verify the quorum; 

(~) To prepare, with the Co-ordinator, the order of the day or agenda; 

(d) To write and record the minutes of each meeting in a special book, and 
be custodian of same; 

(e) To receive, .answer,~sign, mail and file correspondence; and 

(.f.) To co-operate in other work assigned him, provided it 't:e to the benefit 
of the group. 

Art. 8. The Vocal shall: 

(~) Keep a check on the personal work schedule of the group members, on 
the forms provided by the institution, and keep the statistics up to date. These 
statistics shall be presented every month or upon request; 
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(b) To represent all the members of the group, by voice and vote, at the 
meetings of the Board of Directors; and 

(~) To substitute for the Co-ordin~tor in his absence. 

Art. 9. If a participant should be unable to attend work for a justified 
reason, he may appoint a construction worker to substitute for him in his absence; 
but for this purpose he shall send a written note to the social workers, who shall 
pass on the information to the head engineer of the works and the group ~ 

co-ordinatvr. 

Art. 10. Unexcused absences shall be ~enalized with a fine of a minimum of 
one colon per hour or fraction thereof. This fine shall not excuse the absentee, 
and his absenteeism shall accumulate to the total amount allowed by the Institute. 

The fine referred to in this article must be paid in cash within a week 
following the absence and shall be collected by the group treasurer, who shall 
issue a receipt for same. 

Art. 11. If any member's conduct should be offensive to morality, the 
public order and good habits, he shall be expelled from work immediately and his 
absence considered unexcused. 

Repeated misconduct shall be penalized 1n accordance with the Regulations 
of Participation. 

Art. 12. In the event of loss or destruction of the group's tools, materials 
or working equipment, it must be responsible to the Institute for the damage. 
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Annex II 

CmiTRACT FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE MUTUAL-AID PROGRAMME 

WE~ EDUARDO NAPOLEON DELGADO and , the former being 
thirty-six years of age, a civil engineer, and a resident of this vicinity, 
with personal identity card number two-hundred twenty-one thousand four-hundred 
and eighty-three, issued by the Alcaldia Municipal of this city, on the day 
of , nineteen hundred and , acting in his position as President of the 
Institute de Vivienda Urbana, an-iutonomous government public utility corporation, 
of this domicile, who in the course of this contract shall be referred to as 
"the Institute", and the latter being years of age, , also of this 
domicile, with personal identity card number , issued by the municipal 
authorities of , on the day of , nineteen hundred . 
and , who shall hereinafter be referred to as "the Participant", now 
hereby agree to celebrate and to the effect do celebrate, in accordance with 
the laws of the land, a contract of participation, to be governed by the following 
clauses: FIRST: The Participant declares that it is his will to become part 
of group number , formed for purposes of common action and solidarity, to 
undertake the construction of dwellings under the Mutual-Aid Programme, 
for which the Institute has conferred on him the character of Participant 
entitled to allocation by lot of one of the said housing units, once the 
construction of same has been completed. SECO~TD: The Participant formally 
undertakes to voluntarily contribute, with no right to remuneration whatseover, all 
the labour that may be necessary for the construction of all the houses, which 
work he shall perform permanently to the benefit of the above-mentioned group and 
above and beyond any personal benefit. THIRD: In view of the fact that this 
programme is designed for the sole purpose of providing hygienic, comfortable 
and economic housing for the participants and their family groups. it is clearly 
established that no labour relationship exists between the participants and 
the Institute. FOURTH: Considering that the Regulations for Participation 
in the Mutual-Aid Programme, approved by the Board of Directors of the Institute 
in Item Forty-Six, Hinutes Number Eleven, of February twenty-fifth of this 
year, have taken into account the basic aspects of organization and regulations 
for the groups of participants, it is agreed that said Regulations shall be 
incorporated, as written and approved, as an integral part of this participation 
contract. FIFTH: This contract shall enter into force on the day of 
April next, at which time the construction of the housing units shall begin. 

By virtue of which we sign this contract in duplicate, in San Salvador, 
on the ___ day of of nineteen hundred and sixty-four. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Like many other developing countries~ Ethiopia is experiencing the impact 
of rapid socio-economic change. The disorder that derives from this process is 
accentuated in the rapidly expanding urban areas which are ~rowing and developing 
mainly as a result of the disorganized efforts of people with few resources. The 
lack of public resources for controlling and planning urban development aggr.:!vates 
the problem. Nevertheless, it is essential to control the forces which are 
producing not only an unsuitable but a directly harmful physical environment. The 
problems facing a city like Addis Ababa are so pressing that they require immediate 
action. In view of these conditions, the productive capacity of popular forces and 
self-help measures must be depended upon. Only the organized contribution of 
individual efforts will help in the orderly development of urban areas. 

The aim and objectives of the ~ilot ~reject 

The Kolfe housing pilot project was implemented to gain experie::~2 ln 

relation to: 

(~) Organization of techniques for large-scale housin~ production; 

(~) Financing of housing; 

(~) Development of suitable housing and infrastructural standards; 

(_~) Administration and management of housing. 

The project was designed to taclcle housing and urban development problems 
of ':the middle class and particularly the poor section of the urban population". 

Apart from its general concern for a sound environment and decent housing 
standards, the programme for the pilot project says very little w·ith respect to 
the physical relationship between the housing product and the occupants' 
expectations. Rnther, attention was paid to -!:;he economic and orgr-mizational 
aspects of the progr3mme with clear guidelines being laid down in connexion with 
its economic aspects. 

I1ethod of study 

In preparation for the present evaluation of the pilot project, information 
was collected on: 

Social and community activities;!/ 

l_/ This infor'Tlation was obtained throup;h interviews with the occupants, 
>·Tith the estate manae;er and with staff of the >vomen' s -vrelfare organization in 
Kolfe, o.nd from a report on the sewerage system prepared by the Ethio-Swedish 
Institute of Building Technology (ESIBT). 
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Costs for the production of the project; 2/ 

Hmv the units are used; 31 and 

Administration and management of the pilot project.
4/ 

General statistics and other information were obtained from the housing 
study carried out in 1967 by the Ministry of Public Works, Addis Ababa. 

This information was sufficient to shed light on the following: 

{a) The impact of rehousing on the daily lives of low-income families; 

(b) The performance of technical services; 

(~) The level and adequacy of community services; 

(£) The kind of improvement the pilot project represents in terms of 
housing satisfaction for the individual families, and how the new standard affects 
the economy of the families; 

(~) The relationship between improved housing and effective demand and how 
this can be generalized for the lvhole of Addis Ababa; 

.(f) \'Jhether the designs of th0 two different types of houses satisfy the 
basic household requirem~nt; 

(g) The ease with 1vhich improvement, maintenance and extension could be 
achieved 1vi thin the project. 

2/ This information was mainly obtained from bills of quantities. Some 
additional information was obtained from a publication of the Economic Commission 
for Africa (ECA) and from estimates given by ESIBT staff members. 

}/ This information was obtained from the Municipality of Kolfe households 
survey; from an inventory of individual household's furniture, equipment and 
activities~ from the application for:r.J. completed by the current occupants before 
admission to the pilot project; from a questionnaire complementary to the 
Municipality survey. 

!::_/ This information 1vas obtained from interviews with the Director of the 
Department of Social Helfare) Census and Housing of the Municipality of 
Addis Ababa and from interviews with individuals and groups of occupant.s. The 
information was collected from a smnple of 41 families composed of 6 families 
from the house type B2 (aided self-help), 30 families from the house type B2 
(rented), and 5 families from the house type C2. 
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE KOLFE HOUSING PILOT PROJECT 

The Municipality of Addis Ababa owns the Kolfe housing pilot project which is 
managed by the Department of Social Welfare 3 Census and Housing. A social worker 
(estate manager) and a rent collector represent the Municipality in the project 
area. 

The social worker's main function is to deal with case families in the 
project area as part of his social work in the entire Kolfe district. He also 
mediates in quarrels and reports to the Municipality on problems that may arise 
specifically in the project areas. The rent collector is a book-keeper vrho 
receives the rents and keeps accounts of their payment at the end of each month. 

Findings 

Tenure 

A temporary agreement made between the Addis Ababa r!ll.micipality as the 
mmer and an individual or a family 1d th low income as the client stipulates as 
follm.:rs: 

1. The house is to be used only for dwelling purposes; 

2. The monthly rent is between $E. 10 and 25, and the client must 
always pay at the end of the month; 

3. The client is in no way allowed to modify and maintain the existing 
house; however he must report the part to be maintained or his grievance to the 
owner; 

4. The client is expected to look after the house and keep it neat. 
Any maintenance cost caused by the client, his family or his guests shall be 
covered by the client; 

5. The client shall use the house for himself 3.nd his family alone. No 
other family is permitted to share the already occupied house. No trade 
whatsoever shall be carried out in the house. The client has to follow and 
respect the rules and re[!;ulatiuns drafted by the owner as regards the house and 
its surroundings; 

6. If the client fails to pay the rent on time, or if he misbehaves and 
disturbs his neighbours 1 he shall be advised and ·vrarned by the cr.osen elders of 
the locality. If he ignores their advice and does not improve, he is reported to 
the owner. The client will be given a final warning two months ahead of time 
and thereafter shall be dismissed after having pe"id all the rent. 

This agreement is kept by the Jv1unicipality; apparently the tenants are not given 
copies. This hrs caused some anxiety among the tenants. 
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Rent 

The present rents charged by the Municipality in Kolf'e are as follows: 

For house type B2 (aided self-help) 

or house type B2 (contractor-built) 

For house type C2 

Ethiopian dollars per month 

10 

15 

25 

When the project was conceived, it was assumed that the capital would be 
amortized within 15 years at an annual interest of 4 per cent. On this basis, 
costs for accommodation should have been as follows: 

Ethiopian dollars per month 

For house type B2 (aided self-help) 23 

For house type B2 (contractor-built) 51 

For house type C2 87 

The relation between income and type of accommodation suggested by the 
programme was originally applied by the Municipality when allocating accommodation 
to applicants, but has now disappeared. The occupants of the B2 (aided self-help) 
houses generally have higher incomes than do the occupants of the B2 rented houses. 

Currently, the occupants of the B2 aided self-help houses pay between 
12.5 and 3.4 per cent of their incomes for accommodation; 26.6 per cent of the 
occupants of the B2 rented houses pay between 37.5 end 20.5 per cent of income 
for accommodation, while 63.33 per cent pay between 18.77 and 10 per cent and the 
rest between 8. 8 and 6. 8 p,;:r cent. 

For the occupants of the C2 houses, the share of income for accommodation lS 

currently bet-vreen 2C.O and 10.6 per cent. 

Many of the occupants have ~ifficulty paying the rent and t~e instalments 
rEgularly. A~ of July 1970, of the surveyed families in the B2 aided self-help 
houses, t1m were one month in arrear, one, t-vro months in arrear, and one three 
months in arrear. For the B2 rented houses, eight families were one month in arrear, 
three families, two months in arrear, four families, three months in arrear, one 
family, four months in arrear, tuo families, five months in arrear and two families 
were six months in arrear. In tl1e C2 houses, one family was one month in arrear, 
one family, two months in arrear, two families, four months in arrear, and one 
family was six months in arrear. Families that are six months in arrear are brought 
to court and forced to pay. L7D to now, several families have been taken to court 
but none has been evicted as yet. 

Maintenance 

So far, maintenance of the area has been carried out only once, on the 
se1-rerage system. The ~lunicipali ty declares that resources for maintenance are 
very limited. It allocates money for the maintenance of the project after 
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consideration of particular needs. Costs are estimated by a contractor and 
approved by the Director of the Population Census and \'.Jelfare Section and -....y the 
vice-mayor. 

Some maintenance has occasionally been carried out by some of the occupants, 
e.g., maintenance of portions of the surface drains, to prevent water from pouring 
into the house. 

Improvements and extensions 

Most people wish to improve the thermal qu~lities of the house by installing 
windows and ceilings. A large number of families have already improved their 
houses, but only three have enlarged theirs. Improvement of houses is financed 
through savings. 

The total value of the improvements and extensions made by the 12 families is 
~~E. 5,000. 

Community organization 

The occupants of Kolfe are organized in the local Edder which is the 
traditional Ethiopian co-operative established mainly for mutual assistance. The 
Kolfe Edder has one permr:ment. ch~_lirman, one vice-chairn.an and one treasurer. 
Meetings are arranged once a month or as needed. The membership fee is $E. l per 
member per month. The Edder owns two large tents which are loaned to the members 
for lvedding and funeral ceremonies. 

Many occupants expressed the wish· ·to extend the functions of the Edder to 
include activities for the mainten~~ce, improvement and extension of the houses. 
At the same time, it was felt that the current terms of the lease agreement and 
the attitude of the Municipality were hindering any initiative in this respect. 

Profile of the occupants 

The a'rerage famil;;" size for the occupants of the B2 (aided self -help) house 
was 6.4 persons, ranging from 4 to 9 persons. The average family income was 
$E.l52 per month" ranging from $E. 82 to 295 per month. Occupancy ranged from 
1. 94 to 5. 83 square metres of habitable room per person (ld tchen, lavatory, and 
veranda excluded). 

The average household has increased by 0. 9 persons sir.ce movinr; into the 
Kolfe pilot project (see figure II). 

Change in household income 

Similarly, household incomes have risen substantially. It is significant 
that the income of households occupying aided self-help houses has risen more 
shc.rply than the income of families living in contractor-built houses 
(see figure III). 
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FIGURE I. SITE PLAN OF THE KOLFE HOUSING PILOT PROJECT 
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All the occupants described the state of their previous accommodation as 
poor or Yery poor. They were conscious of the neatness of their surroundings and 
took enormous pride in their homes and gardens. 

Services in the Kolfe area 

Public buses serve the area regularly r:tnd most occupants say that they use 
them every day, though they believe thst the cost. ($E. 6.20 a month) is too high. 

Most of the occupants work in the tovm, I'l£~ny of them in connexion with the 
Central Market, which colil!l!ercially dominates the Kolfe people as well as large 
portions of the population of Audis Ab~ba. 

No commercial activities are perir.itted in the project 9.rea except for the 
co-·operative shop which provides a lim:i t.ed r~'lge of goods. 

The community centre and the r1earb:r elementary scho•J1 prov:l.de the occupants 
with an unusually high l~vel of social services. Most of the occupants make 
regular use of these services, esp~cially the health and education services. 

The open space is used mainly to take the place of t!1.e ceremoni·aJ. tent. 
This benefits the houses adjacent to the open space. 

G3.rbage is collected regularly once a week by the Munic:i.pali ty. Half of the 
occupants keep garbage in bins which are emptied on the day of collection; the 
rest store refuse somewhat haphazardly. 

Unpaved walkways and open 
ssason. The surface drains in 
of the walkvray due to erosion. 

spaces ter.d to be very muddy during the rainy 
many sections \·:ere ezposed above the surface level 

This prevents them from fm1ctioning properly. 

Treatment of sewage from B2 houses.2/ 

In each of the B2 houses, the sewage is treated in the tank of the aqua privy 
below the 'Turkish type WC. The tank is always filled with water from the shower 
and the •rasl1 basin. The tank J:a.s 2. length of 1. 7 m~ a width of 0. 7 m and a depth 
of 1. 3 m. The water depth is l. 0 m or 0. 3 m below the Turkish type WC, giving a 
water volume of 1.2 Itt3. The volur1e c.;orresponds to an average of about 0.3 m3 per 
user. The outlet is a 10-cm concrete pipe, which is protected by a metal baffle. 
The lO~cm discharge pir;e from the IJ.'urkish 'ilC submerges about 0.15 m into the w·ater 
~f the tank and makes [j, -vm.ter seal. In each a9.ua privy, sedimentation of the 
sewage and some decoBposition of the sludge take plac~ (see figure IV). 

'Treatment of sewar:e from C2 hlJUSes and the corn.lJluni ty centre 

The sewage from the comnunity centre and the C2 houses is treated in a septic 
tank. The septic tank consirts of two chambers measuring 2.8 m x 3.7 m x 1.9 m and 

2./ From "The sev!2rage system for a low-cost housing pilot project 11
, by 

!l. Ostensson. 
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2.8 m x 1.9 m x 1.9 m. The water depth is about 1.6 m. The inlet and the 
outlet :1re constructed of 15-cm and 10-cm concrete pipes~ and are provided 1rith a 
baffle of metal. ~he bottom slac and the cover are of reinforced concrete. The 
ualls are of stone masonry laid in cement mortar. Sewage enters into the first 
chamber in the upper left corner and goes to the second chamber through a hole in 
the partition "\vall in the rir;ht part of the wall. The outlet is placed in the 
second chamber in the upper left corner. 'I'his is done for the sake of good 
sedimentation. In the septic tank 9 the sludge undergoes sedimentation and some 
decomposition (see figure V). 

Se,vage disposal through a percolation field 

The sei·Tage both from the septic tanl~ and the sevrer system of the B2 houses 
is discharged to a percolation field, located near the project area. The effectiv~ 
area of the percolation field is about 50 m x 50 m. Grass, plants and small 
shrubbery are planted over the field, and the i·rhole plot is fenced in. 

Se-vmge is first led to a distribution pit vrith a diameter of 60 em. From 
this pit, the sewage is distrib.J.ted through a total of 600 m of 10-cm concrete 
pipes vi th open joints. At all corners of the netvrork, there are inspection pits 
50 em in diameter. These are covered ivith concrete lids. The bottom width of the 
trenches is 90 cm 5 giving a total absorption area of about 540 m2. There is about 
1.1 m2 per user or 3.8 m2 per bedroom of absorption area. The pipes are laid on 
granular material and covered with hay, stravr and paper (see figures VI and VII) • 

The B2 house 

Fic;ure VIII shmvs the layout of the B2 house. Some of these houses vere 
built by a contractor, others b~r the self -help methocL 

The photographs in fir,ures IX and X are views of the internal and external 
arr:1ngements of the house. 

The C2 house 

All the occupants of the C2 house (see figure XI) find it ndequate in size 
0nd consider the plot large. 'Ihe house is, in principle, used as suegested by the 
l<::ycut, thouph flll the families use the smaller bedroom for storing household 
equip::t=nt end food-stuffs, with the exception of one farraly which uses the smaller 
bedrocm for storage and sleeping. 

Cxten.-; t.0_ns , irnurovement. and !'laintenance 

f\.11 t!-1e families in the B2 houses (aided self-help ond contractor-built) sr::w 
tL2y need 8.dditional snace for stora~e and sleerinr-. Up to now, only three families 
in thE:: uhol<=: arE.o.. have completely enlarged their houses according to the layout. 
'~:::ny other families heve rn:1de other extensions. such :'IS tempor?"ry sheds for 
storage, with vary inc; standards from nec.tly 'tui.l t and po.inted •roo den stores vi th 
locks to very siri1ple '1-nod constructions vi th corrugated iron sheet covers 
(see fi~ure XII). 
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FIGURE VI. SEWAGE DISPOSAL THROUGH A PERCOLATION FIELD 
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FIGURE VIII. LAYOUT OF THE B2 HOUSE 
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FIGURE IX. INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR VIEWS OF A B2 HOUSE 

Interiors of a B2 house 

Exteriors of a B2 house 

----------------------------------



FIGURE X. LIVING IN A B2 HOUSE 

The kitchen 
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FIGURE XI. 
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FIGURE XII. EXTENSION~ ·JID ADDITIONS ARE MADE TO THE HOUSES 

Cement blocks are 
purchased when 
money is available 

I 

A shelter of this type 
is nflen built as storB 
and/or Kitchen 
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More families occupying aided self-help-built houses have invested in 
improvements than those occupying contraetor-built houses. 

Families that participated in the aided self-help prograL~e appear to have 
carried out extensions and improvements by using the training given by the 
progrF!lillile during the construction of the original house. The rest of the aided 
self-help participants declare that they vrould be able to improve and extend the 
house 1vi thout assistance. Host of the other families received some kind of 
assistance when carrying out improvements on the house. 

In all) 12 families have made improvements, and one family has carried out 
improvements and extensions to the house. Most of the other families would like 
to improve and extend their houses, but many of them feel hampered by point 3 
of the contract, and also insecure due to the fact that they do not possess a copy 
of' the contract. 

Applications for improvements and extensions are approved by the Director of 
the Population Census and Welfare Section, if such changes correspond to the 
original suggested design. However, some occupants ha.ve never received a reply 
to their applications. They declare that the procedure is uncertain and time
consuming. The Director of the Population and Census Welfare Section agrees that 
the resources of the Municipality are too limited to give proper attention to the 
project and the applicants. He is also considering the need for a new contract 
to replace the current one which he feels to be unsatisfactory, especially in 
respect of the terms of tenure. He thought that he should perhaps await a new 
contract before considering individual applications. 

Up to now it has been difficult to carry out even the most necessary 
maintenance of the external systems (see figure XIII). 

The sewerage system depends em re2;ular maintenance~, but so far this has been 
carried out only once (reinforcing blocked sections of the piping and removinR 
sludge fr~m the pits il: the pe-rcolation field) and that only after a complete 
overflmr of sewage liquids into the houses and the area vms threatened. 

During the discussions it \va.s noted that most of the occupants were aware of 
the need for maintenance and, in principle, were )repar·~d to 1)articipate actively 
in the maintenar:.ce worl\:, but they felt thtd .. point 3 of the contract was a 
hindrance. 

Costs 

There is no follow-up :1nalysis and breakdm:n of the costs of prod,_:cing the 
project. For this reason, costs have been mainly derived from an original bill 
of quantities and from estimates, or inferred fro~ other indirect information. 

The following must therefore 1)e c'msidered as a tentative tabulation of costs 
based on avc::,ilable information and on assumptions: 
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li'IGUBE XIII. THE AREA IS BADLY Ill 'RE!D OF MA.II'l'DOCE 

Drainage is blocked 

r -
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I 

Ethio~ian dollars 

1. Costs derived from the original bill of quantities: 

(.§!:.) 12 B2 aided self-help houses, including 
additional works 

(b) 68 B2 houses, including additional works 

(~) 11 C2 houses, including additional works 

(d) Site works and pre-planning, excluding all works 
outside the housing site (cost of excavation 
works estimated) 

(~) External sewerage system, including 
percolation field 

(f) External water supply system 

2. Estimate given by E8IBT engineer: 

3. 

Lxternal electricity supply system 

Costs assumed by ECA, March 1968, for all 
administration and design costs except for water 
supply and electricity supply systems 

Total 

18,732 

159,052 

44,880 

57,000 

22,870 

24,350 

7,500 

55,666 

390,050 

It will be noted that the total costs for the project as given by the 
11Statement of costs for the Kolfe pilot housing", prepareJ. by ESIBT ($E. 379,692), 
is lower than that given in this study. It may be assumed that the difference is 
due to ESIBT giving administration costs at 10 per cent overhead, and ECA giving 
the costs for design, mmer administration, management and general expenditures 
at 18.4 per cent. 

Since it is impossible to gain any clear picture on ESIBT's statement of 
costs, the only way to calculate a reliable cost picture is to reconstruct the 
costs on the ba3is of those obtained directly. For this purpose it is assumed 
that: 

1. The original priced bill of quantities does not include costs for 
design administration; 

2. The rough estimate given for the existing external electricity supply 
system is acceptable and should be included in the tabulation of costs: 

3. Costs for design, owner administration, management and ge~~~~l 
expenditures, sL:::,·i:.-l as 18.4 per cent in the ECA information sht..et, should 
be added to all costs given in the original priced bill of quantities. 
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'l'h-3 !J!'ice of a single housing unit is calculated as follows: Cost of the 
structure plus all costs for assembling and servicing the land~ divided by the 
total area of the plots &~d multiplied by the plot size (117 m2 for the B2 house; 
192 m2 for the C2 house). Thus, the price for one unit of each type of house would 
be: 

B2 
Aided 

Self-help 
B2 

Rented 

C2 
Contractor

built 

(Ethiopian dollars) 

Building 

Land assE:.wLly and service 

Design, owner administration, 
management and general expenditures, 
water and electricity supply 

Total 

EVALUATION 

1,561 

1~140 

437 

3,138 

Tmm planning and master planninr: asnects 

2,339 

1,140 

580 

4,059 

4,080 

1,870 

997 
6,947 

The programme for the pilot project states that "there is a lack of statistics 
to provide the basis for the proper assessment for the actual housing condition in 
the country. Nevertheless, the essence of the housing problem is \<fell known ... 11

• 

However, it is clear that the relevance of the project, as a model for the 
solution of the housinG problem in relation to urban development, is negligible 
because of the lack of statistics, bacltground information and a clear urban 
development policy for Addis Ababa. 

The project has indiscriminately assumed and implemented peripheral rehousing. 
Considering the existing employment, commercial and residential structure of the 
town, it would be interesting to investi~ate how peripheral rehousin~ of the Kolfe 
type would affect tl1e infrastructural development. Such investigation is, however, 
outside the means and scope of this study and 1vould require all the work and research 
necessary to formulate a policy for tl1e entire urban development of A.ddis Ababa. 

Feedback on the subject indicates elementary consequences which could have been 
foreseen: rise in the cost and time of commuting and generally decreased intensity 
of movement to external interest areas, due to t"1e predominating location of place 
of employment in the town, and to the general commercial dependence of Addis _:\baba 
on the Central r~rarket. 

Community asnects --------------

One clear answer given by the project refers to the possibility of providing 
housing communities uith a mi11imum of self--contained (autonomous) teclmical services. 
Here, the reference is particularly to the 11 aqua pri vyn sewerage system 1...-hich 
apparently works properly if given the necessary maintenance. 
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The area is apparently attractive to the occupants, to visitors and to people 
neighbouring areas. 

One interesting detail is that the system of walkways, provided by the site 
layout for the area, has been complemented by a system of walkways through the 
individual compounds. Neighbours have agreed to open the gates between the compounds 
to extend the pattern of movement in the area. This testifies to trust and good 
relations among neighbours. On the other hand, the occupants of the houses along 
the perimeter feel unsafe against outsiders. Not much importance is given to 
internal privacy and security, but privacy and security from external areas are 
accorded high priority. This aspect should be given due consideration in future 
planning of housing communities. However, it must be kept in mind that these 
factors may derive from exceptionally good social relations determined by the size 
of the Kolfe community. 

One problem was the difficulty of placing the traditional ceremonial tent 
so that it 1-rould be in view of all the houses (see figure XIV). Apparently t:~.ll the 
occupants consider this to be a serious drawback. For this reason~ the tent must 
be kept in mind when planning new housing projects. 

The B2 house 

The B2 house can accommodate families ranging in size from two to nine persons. 
In general, the families use the house as suggested by the plan layout. However, 
it is felt that the house is too small, especially for the larger families, t~ough 
the possibility of expanding it has not been utilized by more than three families. 

The need for more space derives from three factors: inadequate storage; the 
wish of the parents for privacy; and the inadequacy of the oricinal structure to 
accommodate large families. 

The need for additional storage is clearly documented 9 especially in connexion 
with food preparation, household purchasing habits and the use of firewood. 

Currently, nearly all the floor space of the already small kitchen is being 
taken up by large pieces of household equipment, especially cans. The lavatory is 
often used for storage purposes. s·ometimes there are so many items stored in the 
lavatory that it is practically impossible to use the shower. The designer's 
intentions concerninc the furnishing of the kitchen are not understood by the 
occupants (see figure ~CV). 

If shelves 1-1ere provided as indicated by the layout, then at least the smaller 
pieces of kitchen equipment could be stored satisfactorily, although the large 
pieces, 1-1hich are very i1eavy, would still take up a considerable portion of the floor 
space (see fir;ure XVI). l'Ievertheless, shelves would be more suitable for the 
'dtchen. 

Furniture used at present consists of larger tables, and cabinets which are 
cften placed in front of the injera oven, making access to the oven difficult. A 
storeroom should be built in the compound. It could, in principle, be similar to 
those that are currently being built. 
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FIGURE XIV. THE CEREMONIAL TENT PLAYS AN IMPORTANT PART 
IN COMMUNAL ACTIVITIES 

Inside the tent 
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FIGURE X:V. LAYOUT OF THE KITCHEN IN A B2 HOUSE 
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However, it could be constructed with a more permru1ent technique. This would 
release the expensive space in the house at a lower cost (see figure XVII; compare 
with present layout in figure VIII). 

The desire for privacy and status seems to be the motive behind the wish of 
even small families - comparatively comfortably housed - to achieve functional 
separation of space. The wish to separate the children's and the parents' sleeping 
space can be assumed from the desire of all families with children ior additional 
bedrooms. Currently~ only a very small number of parents achieve privacy by 
separating children through the use of the house's two compartments. From this, 
it would seeru that status regulates the use of the two compartments. Sleeping is 
generally confined to the inner compartment while the entrance compartment serves 
for living and dining. 

It has been found that two- a.J:!d three-person families have two and three bed 
places respectively. This figure is much the same for the larger families. This 
is the result of the space separation and of the shape of the sleepine: compartment,. 
which allows for the use of not more than two or three beds of the usual type and 
for a maximuw of four beds if one is a smaller size (185 em x 85 em). Assuming 
that families of more than three persons have several small children, who would not 
require more tha1:1 one bed place, it seems reasonable to assume that, for families 
larger than five persons, the need for additional space would be acute. 

Additional bed space may be provided either by adding rooms or by rearranging 
the two compartments. It should be possible to put an additional bed in the sleeping 
compartment if the existing partition wall was moved slightly and some space added 
to the inner compartment (see figure XVIII) • 

There is more space in the entrance compartment, so this issue seems for the 
time being to be feasible. However, this solution gives no consideration to privacy 
and ~omuld still not satisfy the needs of a very large family since some of the 
space in the room ?."!klSt be left for wardrobes and other furniture. 

It is the custom, at funeral ceremonies, for the deceased to receive friends' 
and relatives' last greetings inside the house. The body is then put into the 
coffin, and the funeral procession begins. Owing to the design of the house 
entrance, the coffin cannot go through the door, but has to be taken out through 
the windows. 'rhis is a source of general complaint, based on deeply rooted social 
conventions. Custom demands that a dead person should always start upon his last 
journey through the entrance of his own house. Arranging for a ne~or entrance lvmlld 
seem to be the best solution. Hm.;rever, this cannot be done on the basis of the 
present house plan. This is certainly a matter of great importance for future 
designs of new house types. 

'Ihe kitchen 

'I'he kitchen is, 1n principle, too swall" if all food-nreparing activities 
are expected to take place in it. However, because it connects directly , . .,.it·, the 
verandah, no real difficulty is experienced by the occupants. The utility verandah 
is not only a good complement to the kitchen but is very valuable for the many 
activities, such as washing, brewinf< tella, etc., that are carried out on it. 
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FIGURE XVIII. PROPOSED CHANGE IN THE POSITION 
OF THE PARTITION WALL 
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The oven takes up a large share of the floor space in the kitchen. This is 
particularly regrettable since, as it is now placed, it cannot work properly. It 
was observed that the proper functioning of the oven depends on the use of only one 
fireplace and it 1ms assu.'lled that a defective damper or a blocked chimney might be 
the reason for this. All the dampers seemed to be defective. 

It would be worth while to devote more attention in new projects to the 
development of low-cost components lil~e the oven. Many families prepare their food 
on movable charcoal fireplaces. This would seem to be a simpler solution than the 
clumsy fixed oven, since no real problems arise from the use of this ve~r flexible 
oven~ which is also used for heating. The use should have been accepted and one 
incorporated into the design of the house. 

The thermal performance of the house is~ at present, ve~J poor. The subject 
seems to have been completely ignored when the house was designed. During very cold 
nights when the charcoal heater in the house goes out, the temperature indoors drops 
nearly to that out of doors. At least, the retardation of heat loss is a problem 
worthy of attention. In view of the current economic conditions, it seems futile 
to suggest technically adequate measures. Improvement has resulted from the 
measures applied individually by the occupants (such as the provision of plastic 
mat flooring~ softboard ceilings, glass windo>-rs~ wall plastering, etc.). As it 
is now, these measures appear to be the only ones available to the occupants. 

The C2 house 

In the C2 house, thE: need to store the numerous and large pieces of Ethiopian 
household equipment is also given high priority. Every family keeps one. of the 
bedrooms for storage. Much expensive space is lost in this way since the equipment 
is placed around the perimeter of the room. In this case, as for -l:.he B2 house, 
a store room built with cheaper materials and a low-cost technique would allow 
the valuable bedroom space to be used for its proper purpose (see figure XIX and 
compare with the present layout in figure XI). 

Bec~use of this use of the second bedroom for storage, space is relatively 
abundant in the other rooms. As for the B2 house, the C2 families separate their 
sleepin~ and living space. 

One major shortcomine; can be seen on the external 
and makes big patches of moisture on the inner walls. 
the outside of the house was plastered. 

walls; water seeps through 
This could be avoided if 

Currently, tbe large size of the plot makes :for low densities and the limited 
extension possibilities succeeded in keeping them lmr. 

The comparison between family income and the large size of the plot (•,.;rhich 
could be used for subsistence gardening) and the high standard of the se\Verage 
systen shows a certain imbalance. The scarce resources available for the 
development of technical systems should be utilized to the fullest extent, and, 
in this connexion, it seems reasonable to suggest that the standards of 
accornmodatior. should be based on the realities of the prevailing situation rather 
than on any subjective opinions of 11 standards of decency". 
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FIGURE XIX. SUGGESTED LAYOUT OF A STOREROOM 
FOR THH C2 HOUSE 
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Economic aspects 

Undoubtedly, most of the occupants experienced a rise in their standard of 
living, bo~h technical and social, when they moved to Kolfe at a rent not much 
higher than that for their previous, generally very poor, accommodation. This 
situation, however, derives from the Municipality's current method of determining 
rents and amortization. According to a statement of the Director of the Population 
Census and Welfare Section, the charges are based only on the costs covered by the 
Ethiopian Government's contribution. Thus, at present, a.morti zation and rent do 
not correspond to those assumed in the programme but make up only 44 per cent, 
30 per cent, and 29 per cent of the assumed costs of the B2 aided self-help house, 
the B2 rented house and the C2 rented house, respectively. On the other hand, 
if the assumed costs were applied in Kolfe, the occupants of the B2 aided self-help 
houses would pay between 28.7 and 7.8 per cent of their incomes for accommodation. 
Occupants of the B2 rented houses would pay between 127.5 and 23.1 per cent and the 
occupants of the C2 rented houses between 69.6 and 37 per cent (see figure XX). 
(The fact that occupants of the B2 aided self-help houses would still have to pay 
low rents should be seen as a result of comparatively high income, although their 
cost for accommodation is the lowest.) No general correlation can be found 
between income and type of accommodation. This could have been anticipated since 
the procedure for selecting families was a very weak one, based on a casual 
cross-section of a family economic situation, in time, which has varied. It is not 
uncommon for the occupants' incomes to fluctuate. As can be seen in figure XXI, 
if a correlation existed, all occupants would have to pay much more than 20 per cent 
of their incomes for the C2 rented house, and only two families would be able to 
pay the assumed economic rent for the B2 house. Nineteen families could afford 
the economic amortization of the B2 aided self-help house. 

The housing standards suggested by the pilot project seem to fit very poorly 
the economic target set up by the programme, since the current situation implies 
(on the basis of the programme assumptions) a high level of subsidies, while the 
charges would imply an unreasonable economic burden for most of the families. 
However, if the ass~ed economic rent and repayments are broken down (figure XXI) 
into costs for structure (S), individual sanitation (IS) and developed and serviced 
land (DSL), it can be seen that the possibilities of acquiring some kind of 
organized physical environment, on economic terms, will exist for most occupants 
on the basis of the income/rent relationship (see figure XXII). 

Thus, also, the Kolfe housing pilot project seems to underline the already 
known relevance of site and service schemes and aided self-help as being the level 
at which strategies for urban control should be sought. The economic assumptions 
of the programme must, however, be taken for what they are: naive conventions from 
western praxis, since they completely ignore local financial possibilities, formal 
or informal. The keen exploration of these possibilities should be one of the most 
important tasks to be undertaken, especially the exploration of popular 
organizations like the Edder and Equbs, which are rooted in Et~iopian traditions, 
and are familiar devices, even for poor people, by which accomffiodations are, at 
present, acquired and improved. 

The fact that most families in Kolfe have difficulty in paying rent, in spite 
of the present low income/rent ratio, indicates that an investigation should be 
undertaken of the relationship between income and subsistence. 
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Most Kolfe families live on the borderline of subsistence. The decision on 
how much individual families can afford for housing must depend on the individual 
family's priorities of needs (this is also a reason for site and service schemes 
and aided self-help). 

Thus, housing standards should relate only to such over-all considerations as 
land use, public health, etc. and should leave as much as possible to individual 
choice. 

Organizational and administrative aspects 

The present administration of the project is not much help to the development 
of the area since it interferes with the use of local resources and, at the same 
time, is unable to carry out the work itself. The plan contains a built-in provision 
for the future improvement of the area and extensions to the houses, which it is 
intended to implement; it allows phased improvements and extensions to be made 
on the basis of individual capacity. 

The work is not carried out partly because of the terms of tenure stipulated 
by the contract, partly because the occupants have not received the tenure documents, 
and partly because there is much uncertainty about what a future contract might 
stipulate. Some occupants believe that all the tenants of the three types of 
houses will become purchaser-owners, though others are sceptical. 

Another reason the work is not carried out is that the 
limited resources to invest in the maintenance of the area. 
Municipality is doubtful that it can support its activities 
to depend on contractors. This, of course, would be costly 
the Municipality would be able to carry the burden. 

Municipality has very 
At present, the 

in Kolfe and it may have 
and it is unlikely that 

A third reason is the administrative delay that takes place before proposals 
for improvements are approved. 

At least some basic maintenance of the sewerage system, of the surface water 
drains and of the walkways must be carried out since these systems are rapidly 
deteriorating in the absence of regular maintenance. 

Up to now, apart from the letter written by the occupants concerning wanted 
improvements and alterations of the houses, needs for maintenance have been reported 
to the Municipality by persons not connected with the pilot project. Regular 
inspection, of at least the common technical service systems, is indispensable if 
rapid deterioration of the area is to be avoided. 

The occupants cannot rely on external organizations and institutions for 
financing improvements and extensions. Up to now, extensions and improvements have 
been carried out on the basis of own savings or Equb lotteries. 

No possibility of getting loans for this purpose is visualized; the occupants 
are not able to give guarantees for loans and, too, loans for this purpose, 
especially small, short-term loans, are not available. 
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Only a very limited number of families see own savings as the means of 
financing future improvements and extensions. As it is now, savings are kept at 
home. Most families see the only financial possibilities in Equb lotteries. The 
Equb has the advantage that people will engage in the saving schemes but, at the 
same time, it gives very limited possibilities. Often a person, or several in need 
of a larger sum, engage in an Equb with people whom they know very well. An agreed 
sum is paid by every member and the whole amount is given to a winner who then 
continues to p~, but is precluded from further winning. This continues until all 
members have got back the total amount contributed. Sometimes, the person who 
suggested the Equb is given priority, i.e., he is the first winner. 

Equb are often short-term saving schemes in which the sum of all the members' 
contributions is availatle for one person at a time over the stipulated period. 
This is contrary to the rational use of capital~ by which, for example, discounts 
and lower transportation costs could be obt..1ined by purchasing building materials in 
larger quantities. 

Further investigation would show that people rely on Equb to acquire houses 
and improve housing conditions. Their savings could be better utilized, however, 
if they were directed through organizations like the Edder, which could also 
allocate savings for the common good. This is particularly relevant for extensions 
of housing and the maintenance of common technical systems. The reality of today 
is, however, the Equb lotteries are the only means visualized by most Kolfe 
occupants to finance improvements and extensions. These financing mechanisms 
should be taken into account before planning the development of the areas. 

One possibility is to advise people to organize Equb on the basis of expected 
costs and to make improvements and extensions possible also for families who can 
contribute only small amounts. 

Most of the families are unable to fulfil the expectation of the Municipality 
that they should carry out full extension of the house according to initial plans 
without delay. It must be kept in mind that the layout of the house allows it to be 
expanded one room at a time. The possibility of achieving lower costs (in order to 
keep the cycle of the Equb within F.!. reasonable time period) through step-by-step 
improvements should be considered, so that part-permanent construction can be 
temporarily built. 

The F " . ...ter 

:.:emtersh.ip in the local Edder d1;es influence and determine the course of 
relations to an appreciable extent. This form of credit union, based on informal 
agreement and mutual trust, tends to reinforce 11 active social contact''. Every 
householder belongs to the local Edder: 100 per cent of the responses indicated that 
relation~. were "extremely gooC:.i 1

• 

The Ethiopian authorities have a generally positive attitude towards the 
involvement of popular organizqtions in community development and productive 
activities. This attitude should primarily be interpreted as recognition that publi 
public resources are inadequate and it could lead to r~sitive results in Kolfe, 
where a good community spirit is supported by relatively good know-hmv and labour 
resources. 
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Iviost occupants are relatively qualified \VOrkers. There are two or three 
good building technicians (one of them is a teRcher at the Ethic-Swedish Institute's 
school for building foremen). Some of the participants in the aided self-help 
scheme have apparently also gained experience in building which could be made use 
of. There are also several clerks, accountants and book-keepers. The Edder, 
it3elf, provides a familiar frame~vork for organizing and financing activities. 

The maintenance of the basic technical systems requires little know-how and 
little money. The tools and materials could be purchased by the Edder, and the 
money could be raised by occupants subscription, as is now done for other purposes. 

It seems clear that the community could raise some of the financial, manpower 
and organizational resources which the Hunicipality is lacldng. On this premise, 
it seems possible to develop and maintain the area. 
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SENEGAL 

AlJ EXPERIMENT IN' SELF-HELP HOUSING AT DAKAR 
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BACKGROUND 

The experiment was first considered in tiay 1954, when a number of trade union 
officials who had visited several self-help settlements in F:rance decided on their 
return to launch a similar experiment at Dakar. 'I'he project itself was started 
in August 1955. T1·rer1ty-nine rr.onths later, in January 1958, the last houses were 
completed, on schedule. 

One outstanding feature of the experiment was that the :1plan of campaign 11
"' 

devised by Mr. Durand, a psychologist and head of the t~ission for the Study of 
Labour Problems in French West Africa, was followed through, with no changes, until 
the work was completed. It was mainly Mr. Durand's deep understandin~ of 
African psycholo~ that made this possible. 

After several informative meetings aimed at explainin~ the proposed experiment 
and stimulatinp- interest, there follovred a :period of initiation. Several eveninl!,s 
during the week and every weeK-end for three ~onths, the prospective self-helpers, 
who numbered at that time about 150, in teams of 10. follow·ed trainin~ courses 
given by instructors form the Rapid Professional Training Centre. These courses 
broadly corresponded to the pre-trainin~ period of the ordinary Fapid Professional 
Training course. The self-helpers thus learned to use ordinary bricklayer's tools 
such as the plumb-line, the plumb-level, the trowel, pliers, clamp, etc. They 
also learned a number of other simple operations, such as how to assemble blocks, 
to do plastering, and peg out a buildin~. At the end of the course, the most 
diligent were able to assemble a wall of blocks almost as vrell as professional 
builders. One office 1o10rker, for instance, was so skilful with his hands that one 
forgot that his ordinary occupation was non-manual. The prospective self-helpers 
came from relatively varied backgrounds (see Additional information, below) and 
included office workers, manual workers, builders and other skilled workers. 
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The aim of this period of initiation was twofold: 

1. To teach the prospective self-helpers resourcefulness on the project site; 

2. To test their perseverance and application, so that the less keen could 
be eliminated. 

The next phase was the construction of a demonstration house. This was 
intended to complete the selection process and at the same time give the self
helpers a real idea of the type of house which had been proposed to them at the 
end of the first phase, so that they could decide if it was really what they 
wanted and needed. In fact, the only change which was made to the original plan 
following the construction of the demonstration house, was a considerable 
improvement to the lay-out of the utility rooms. 

It was understood from the beginning that the demonstration house, which the 
self-helpers themselves would build in relays, would not belong to them. It was 
to be given to a department of the Federal Administration, which needed 
accommodation for its staff and had agreed to advance the money required for 
purchasing materials. As the demonstration house was to be built by the self
helpers on a voluntary basis, its construction was a particularly valuable test 
of perseverance. 

It was thought wiser not to decide on the final membership of the society 
until the construction of the demonstration house was fairly advanced. This made 
it possible to keep only the 90 self-helpers who had proved to be most hardworking 
during the initiation period and on the project site, and to convince the 
organization which we had to ask to finance the operation (in this case the Caisse 
centrale de la France d'Outre-Her) that the experiment was in earnest. Of course, 
at first the self-help scheme was treated with almost complete scepticism, in 
both the African and European circles of Dakar. 

It had been thought better to limit the number of self-helpers to 70 at first 
in order not to appear too ambitious, although we knew that with 90 we could make 
better use of the collective material, and would be in a better position financially, 
since the terms of the loan were for repayment over two years and the total 
duration of the experiment would be substantially the same with 90 self-helpers 
as with 70. Hovrever, with the approval of the loan organization, the membership 
of the society was increased to 90 shortly after work on the site itself began. 

The next stage was the settlement of all administrative questions such as the 
definite formation of the society, the allocation of land (from the outset the 
authorities had agreed that it should be free of charge), and the loan application. 

At the same time, the site was being carefully prepared from the technical 
point of view: collective material -concrete mixer, press (for blocks) - and 
individual tools were purchased; instruction cards were made ready. 

These cards, which were given out to the self-helpers, represented a real 
construction course for non-professionals and might be called "the art of 
building a ~ouse \vith a pile of stones and a few bags of cement". The construction 
of the house was divided into 28 simple operations, each of which was described 
on a separate card. Thus, the self-helpers needed to brinf, to the site only those 
cards vrhich they need:!d at a particular stage of the construction of their house. 
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I 

The society was divided into teams of 10. Each 
construct five two-house units~ on the understanding 
started until the preceding one had been completed. 
basic to the self-help system. It is better for 10 
on one building than for each to work separately on 

team therefore had to 
that one unit would not be 
The principle of the team is 

self-helpers to work together 
10 buildings. 

The teams worked at staggered intervals of two weeks, so that each team could 
have the eement mixer or the press when it needed them and all the cement for the 
foundations could be poured in a single operation. The estimated time for 
constructing a unit was five months, which meant that, leaving a safety margin of 
15 days for possible delays, we could plan on the basis of nine teams of 10, i.e., 
the 90 which we kept. 

It was decided that the first house would be built on the site of the 
demonstration house by the team that earned the least marks during the initiation 
period. This house would then be used as a storage shed and would be reclaimed 
by the team concerned at the end of the experiment. 

For all practical purposes~ the construction of the storage shed began in 
August 1955, and that of the first unit of team No. 1 at the beginning of September. 
The average time taken to build the units was the estimated five months, although 
the tempo of work slowed down slightly towards the end. Such a slackening off 
is only to be expected when a sustained effort is required for more than two years. 

All the construction work of the buildings proper, including the making of 
the blocks, was done by the self-helpers themselves, apart from carpentry, plumbing 
and electrical work which was done by professionals. The land for the individual 
plots was given to the society completely ready for use. 

One of the typically African features of the experiment was the contribution 
made by the petits freres, living on the wages of the self-helpers who were heads 
of families. Provision was made for this contribution in the rules of procedure 
of the society. 

Throughout the preparatory period, a valuable contribution was made to the 
society by its technical advisers and by the instructors from the Rapid Professional 
Training Centre at Dakar, who were afterwards sent in relays throughout the 
period of work on the site to help teams in difficulty, for instance, when a house 
had been initially badly installed, or when a wall had been built crooked. The 
role of the instructors became less and less necessary as the experiment 
progressed. The average quality of the buildings was only slightly inferior to that 
of community housing built at the same time by commercial firms. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

The additional detailed information given here supplements the general 
account given above. Certain major points, for instance those relatinR to 
technical assistance, will be dealt with only in the second part, the aim of which 
is to define the scope of the experiment and to estimate the possibilities of 
expanding it. 
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The men 

The 90 self-helpers included: 

Twenty-seven office worke:r.s of all grades from office chief to junior clerk; 

Twenty-seven professional builders includin~ bricklayers~ concrete-pourers, 
metal-workers~ carpenters and plumbers; 

Thirty-seven other vrorkers. 

~lhen the society was started, the earninr;s of the most disadvantaged self
helper were 8, 000 francs, i.e. 9 the wages of a low-skilled 1-rorker ~-rho is 
relatively well paid by his employer. The highest earnin~s were up to 50,000 
francs per month. A quarter of the self-helpers earned more than 20,000 francs 
per month. 

Broadly speaking, it may be said that the participants all belonged to the 
privileged section of the Dakar population, since they had a steady income. The 
average earnings were relatively high since more than half of the self-helpers 
(56 per cent) belonged to the Administration or to bodies of an administrative 
nature; 36 per cent were business employees, and 8 per cent were self-employed 
artisans. 1/ This was the same segment of the population sought after, at the 
time of the experiment, by the local building society, which was responsible for 
most community housing operations. However, considerably more of the building 
society's clients were in the hin;her-income brackets. The buildin~ society also 
included mnn:v members of the African middle class, vrho alone were able to 
contemplate a four--room or at least a three-room house. 

~he 26 professional builders obviously made a valuable contribution. They 
vrere distributed in groups of t\·ro anc1 four per tearr1 of 10. 

The houses 

Each self-helper, who provided the same nlrelber of man-hours and undertook the 
same financial obligations as his conpanions, was entitled to a similar house. 
In other words~ the 90 houses built at Dakar wer= identical. 

Each house contained three main rooms idth a total surface area of 
40 square metres, and an inside and outside patio with a total surface area of 
11 square metres. 

The ivalls were made of hollow compressed cement blocks plastered on both sides, 
thE:: "'nnf' from asbestos cement, the floor :from cement with a coloured covering~ 
the main roor.1s ha<'l a false insulated ceilinq; made from light wood--fibre panels. 
The bathroo~ contained a sho-vrer and a sea.tless flush toilet and the kitchen a sink 
with a ·:::oncrete slab. 

!/ Civil servants in Dakar -vrere rather better paid than business employees, 
which is the opposite of the situation in hiRhly industrialized market economy 
countries. 



To all intents and purposes, each house was of the exact same size as the 
three-room houses built by the Dakar Building Society which, as has been seen~ 
most of the self-helpers could not have afforded. The quality of construction was 
also more or less comparable. There were~ hm..rever, tvro significant differences: 
at first, in order to reduce individual contributions and include the poorer 
employees, we did not intend either to install electrical wirin~ or to build 
fences. However, hoth these facilities were covered, thanks to an additional loan 
obtained after the society had been launched. This loan also made it possible 
to install internal communicatine doors and outside alass windows, neither of which 
1-rere generally included in community housing built at the same time. It should be 
noted that glass windows are almost indispensabl~ in Dakar where, during the trade 
winds (from December to Hay) , the minimum daily temperatures are particularly 
high (the average monthly minima are 16° and 17° C in January and February), and, 
in addition, 1·1inds frequently exceeding 5 :!rletres per secon<L The project as a 
whole comprised 45 t"t·To·-d't-relling units. The roads were asphalted and there was a 
se"torerage system. 

From the technical point of viev, it should be noted that sinp:le prefabricated 
concrete components were used for the door and window frames. The process had been 
developed to facilitate the construction of the walls. T~e exneriment completely 
fulfilled expectations. 

Administrative or~anization 
--~ •4 

The society '.ras of the "'co-operative11 type (more exactly "a limited 
co-operative company 1-rith variable capital and members 7

'). The rules were based on 
the standard rules of urban self-help systems uhich were adapted to local 
conditions, in consultation with the loan organization, which was directly involved 
1n the adrllinistrative oro;anization of the society. 

Eac~1 subscriber had to sign an agreement to 71provide free of cha.rge any 
contributions in kind (that is to say in work) and in cash defined by the rules'', 
failing vThich he vJOuld be banned from the society and forfeit the right to 
indemnities for contribu~ions previously provided in kind. 

The Board of Directors was initially composed of six members, which meant 
that some teams were not represented. This led to some difficulties during the 
early months of the operation. A change in the rules made it possible to form 
a new Board 1-rith a representative :from. each team. 

The rules stresserJ first and foremost the ,joint responsibilitv of the members 
of a team to honour co~~itments undertaken. 

The prear'lble stated: ''Each team must be considered as aE indissoluble unit 
and all members a:r-e jointly resnonsible for the prop,;ress of work'". 

The rules made specific provision for the -vrork of tl1e petits freres, with the 
exception that in no case should the number of hours worked by each self-helper 
be lower than 1,000 out of an estimated total o~ 2,000~ this being the number 
of rrran-hours considered necessary to build one house. Hoi-rever, this number i·Tas 
siven only as a ro'lgh R;Uide, the main condition bein<r that each team should 
complete its work in the time specified: five months for the first unit, 10 months 
for the second etc. The time li~its were counted from the day wheL the team in 
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question had been authorized to begin work (i.e., two weeks after the first for 
team No. 2, four we~ks after the first for team No. 3, etc.). Any departure from 
the initial time-table was punishable by penalties which might result in being 
dropped from the team. 

A meeting was held in the middle of every week to discuss problems which had 
already been settled or which were still unsolved. 

The self-helpers were insured, through the society, against any risks 
encountered on the site. 

Financial balance-sheet 

The land was given to the society free of charge. At the time work was 
started on the construction site, each plot of land, averaging 200 square metres, 
was worth approximately 100,000 francs, which represented almost exclusively the 
cost of preparing the groui•d. 2/ 

The cost of constructing the d1.relling units themselves had been estimated at 
230,000 francs a unit, made up as follows: 

Materials, including wood for the concrete shuttering and 
carpentry, but not including sanitary fixtures 

Carpentry work 

Plumbing 

\·Tater rtains and sevrers 

Unforeseen and miscellaneous expenses 

Francs 

160,000 

13,000 

20,000 

25,000 

12,000 

230,000 

The original estimates were adhered to in practice; some increases in the 
cost of materials were offset by reductions in the costs of plumbin~ and carpentry. 

The initial loan was calculated on the basis of 90 times 230,000 francs, or 
20.700,000 francs. An additional loan was obtained of 90 times 50,000 francs, or 
4,500,000 francs, for fences, electrical wiring, inside doors and external glass 
windows. The same house built by a commercial enterprise would have cost 
approximately 550,000 francs, or approximately 50 million francs for 90 houses, 
as against 25 million. The saving of 50 per cent corresponds exactly to the saving 
~stimated at the outset. At Dakar, in fact, at the time of the experiment, the 

gj The figures refer to French African Communi'Ly .f.n~.w . .:s. In any event, the 
figures given here have no si~nif'icau.;c ex...:e_!JL iu relation to each other. 
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cost of building carried out by a commercial enterprise, vras made up as follows: 

Materials 

Labour 

General and miscellaneous expenses, profit of the 
construction company 

Percentage 

4o 

20 

4o 

In the present case, moreover, the plumbing, electrical wiring, carpentry, and 
water connexions were not carried out by the self-helpers themselves. 

The Dakar experiment therefore made it possible to construct 90 dwelling units 
at a cost to public funds of: 

25 million francs, in the form of a repayable loan, representing the cost 
f construction; 

9 million francs, representing the value of the prepared ground given to the 
~~lf-helpers. 

In the case of construction by a commercial enterprise, similarly finatlced, 
a _oan of 50 million would have been required. 

The figures given do not, however, take into account the technical assistance 
gi7 en to the society. The problem of technical assistance is discussed in detail 
be.:..ow. 

It is evident, moreover, that the loan granted to the self-helpers only 
represented an expenditure for the community in so far as its terms were more 
:::·avourable than the current market terms, '~<Thich was indeed the case: the interest 
was 3 per cent and it was repayable over 10 years. Clearly, too, the value of the 
land given to the self-helpers could have been considered as a repayable advance. 

The counterpart contribution from each self-helper from the time the society 
was set up until the full repayment of the loan was as follows: 

(a) At the time the society was established, each self-helper contributed 
the sum of 10,000 francs, representin~ the cost of his shares. 

T:'le total of these payments covered the cost of purchasing materials, both 
for the group as a whole and for individuals; 

(b) From the time his team started work on the construction site, each 
self-helper paid a monthly contribution of 500 francs, mainly to cover the general 
expenses of the society: insurance, watchmen; and to provide a small reserve; 

(c) From the time the self-helper had a finished house assigned to him, ready 
for occupancy, the contribution was increased to 2,500 francs, a stun which was 
fixed as representing approximately the monthly repayment on the loan. 
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The monthly contributions vTere in fact paid to the society by the teams, the 
members of a team being jointly financially responsible. In other words, the 
monthly contributions paid by a teahl, which amounted to 5,000 francs when work 
started on the construction site, were automatically increased by 4,000 francs 
each time a house of two dwellin~ units was completed by the team. 

To avoid penalizing the more active teams for the delays of other t~ams, the 
dates of the completion of dwelling units~ for the calculation of contributions, 
were the theoretical dates determined according to the maximum length of time for 
the construction of a house laid down by the rules of the society, namely, five 
months· 

(d) After the completion of the worl;:, each self--helper had to pay a monthly 
rent, calculated in such a way as to cover the costs of repayincr th~ loan, after 
the deduction of the assets of the society or the completion of the i·rork. 

Excluding the assets of the society on the comnletion of the work, which may 
be estimated at approximatel 1. 5 million francs, the monthly repayment, which 
-vmuld have been 2,250 francs on a loan of 230,000 francs, must have been 
2,(40 francs on a loan of 2RO,OOO francs. 

These figures should be compared to the avera~e rents in Dakar in 1955-1957: 

Room, 9 square metres in size, in a wooden building, without 
·vrater or sanitation • • • . . • • . • . • . . • . 

Dwelling units of the Cap-Vert Building Society, with water 
and sanitation, rent: 

1-roor::. studio . 

2-room so-called ;·collective·· dwellinn; unit .. 

2-room dwelling in a two-dwelling unit 

3-room dwellin~ in a hro-dwellinn: unit 

Francs 

1,000 

3,000 

3,250 

5,000 

7,000 

The last type of house is similar to that built by the self-helpers. It is 
therefore obvious that a rent of approximately 2,500 francs a month for a house 
ivhich one vrould ovm in 10 years represented a coMparatively modest sum, considerinn: 
the level of prices in Dakar. 3/ 

lf Obviously, the fit:;u.res given should in no v.ay be used as a basis fo1· any 
,iudgement on the financial policy of the Cap-Vert Buildin:s Society. Some people 
ric-ht be temiJted to say, for instance, that the rents fixed by the Society were 
too hi:;h. The level of' rents, in fact, was to a larr;e extent determined by the 
terms of loans granted to the Society by public bodies, terms which were 
considerably less favourable than those granted to the self-helpers. Furthermore, 
the level of rents must take into account the costs of administration and upkeep. 
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SCOPE AND POSSIBILITIES OF EXTE~IDING THE EXPERD1ENT 

The most obvious advantage of the experiment described here was that it 
provided 90 families with houses they could hardly have acquired unless they had 
themselves done the physical construction work. It might also be said that the 
Dakar experiment increased the number of dwelling units available locally by 90, 
wit!1 the help of a comparatively modest amount of financial assistance from the 
state authorities. In the circumstances~ one is led to speculate on the 
possibilities of extending the self-help system. Tn conclusion, it will be shown 
that a self-help experiment like that carried out at Dakar cannot be judged from 
the strictly fV.nctional point of view, in other words, only in relation to the 
problem of housing. 

The existence of an untapped potential labour force 
the main requirement for the self-help system 

The self-help system is unquestionably somewhat inhuman in that it compels 
the participants to devote all their leisure time for several years to the 
construction of their houses. It has been seen that, at the outset, the Dakar 
pro,ject vas inspired by similar French experiments, which left a strong impression 
on ptblic opinion precisely, it must bP. said again, because of their inhuman 
chr1.racter. The Dakar experiment, how·ever, was less inhuman because the self
'lelpers vrere assisted by their petits freres. This merely reflected the existence 
in Senegal during the 1q50s of a considerable potential of untapped labour. That 
is still true of Senega.l in 1967 and, in q;eneral, of all the developin.o; countries. 
In other words, it might be said that the self-help system is a simple method of 
putting that potential labour force to good use. F'rom this point of view, it 
was ill.ot<ical to seek to impose on the Dakar self-helpers a minimum of personal 
loans in kind, as the rules of the society stipulated. Such a clause was included 
mainly for certain reasons, to be explained later, put forward by the technical 
advisers concnected with the experiment. 

Hhatever the solution to that particular problem, hovrever 9 we may conclude 
that a priori the possibilities of extendin~ the self-help system are almost 
unlimited in -the developinp; countries. ::evertheless, tvro obstacles might be 
encouutered: the financial capacities of the community or of the individuals 
concerned~ and the possi"Dilities or providin~ the necessary technical assistance. 

Financial limitations 

Although it reduced the cost of con!:'truction bv about one half of that of 
commercia.L r1v·...::-:in~, the Dakar experiment nevertheless imposed a considerable burden 
on the State autnL 1·ities, uhich had not only to lend the necessary sum to finance 
th"=" rermininp; 50 per cent but also to nrovide the p;round free of charge and 
alreadv prepared. 'The loan itself vas granted on terms particularly favourable 
to the self--helpers. On the other hand, it v70uld have been difficult for the 
rm.jority of the participants to bear a r;reater financial burden, although they 
belonged to a comparatively priviler;ed section of the population. One might 
therefore be tempted to say that this is a vicious circle from which there is no 
way out and that, conseauently, even in the developing countries~ hovrever 
favourable the la"bour conditions, the possibilities of extendinr.; the self-help 
syster1 are comparatively limited. 



Fortunately~ the matter is somewhat more complex. It would be wrong; to attempt 
to define~ once and for all, a single type of low-cost housing~ the price of 
1-rhich would consequently be fixed and invariable. The type of housin~ constructed 
at Dakar was in practice dictated by a 1·rhole series of circumstances, including 
the political environment of the period before decolonization, the fact that the 
technical advisers were Europeans 9 and the social and professional standing of the 
participants. It may be assumed that less favoured self-helpers would have had 
more modest ambitions and that in an independent country technical advisers of the 
same nationality and the same race as the self-helpers would have been able to 
encourage them in that direction. 1rJe must stress the flexibility of the sel-~"-help 
system in the choice of techniques and materials; it might be possible to use less 
durable materials, or at least materials which require a certain amount of care 
or precautions on the part of the occupants. However, such materials could not be 
used in houses rented and constructed by a commercial enterprise (the enterprise 
is subject to contractual obli~ations and a 10-year guarantee, especially in 
countries where the French legal system prevails, and the landlord must protect 
himself against the risks of dilapidation). 

At Dakar, many self-helpers have added extensions of a lesser quality than 
that of their actual house but better than that of the shanty--to .. ms which 
flourish in the traditional African town. At the same time 9 others, vrho are more 
fortunate, have made serious efforts to improve the appearance o? the orip;inn.l 
building. This shows clearly that a r;reat variety of solutions are possible 
when individuals use their initiative without sociological restraints. Hence, 
experiments in different places should be compared. 

Is technical assistance necessary? 

Similar comments can be made on the subject of technical assistance. In 
other ,.rords" the Dakar experiment must be 1nte:rrJreted in its context> &.nd comnarison 
vri th similar experiments in different contexts 1·Tould be particularly useful. 

This does not refer to the technical assistance provided h.y the instructors 
from the Rapid Professional Training Centre, which the author is prepared to 
re~ard as essential, but which should never n:ive rise to serious difficulties, 
under whatever circumstances, as soon as nublic opinion becomes aware of the problem 
and of the benefits to be derived froTI' its solution. '!'hat should in no \·ray be 
taken as a reflection on the professional qualifications and the mental and moral 
calibre of the European instructors who took part in the Dakar experiment. 

The total paid to them for their time spent on the self-help site 1-ras 
400,000 francs, vrhile the total value of the work carried out over the same period 
was 50 million francs (in commercial terms), so that the expenditure involved 
-vras less than 1 per cent of the total cost. To be strictly accurate, the social 
velfare payments, which in this case were considerable" should also be taken into 
account. Nevertheless" it should be pointed out that it uas only the situation 
existinr; in Dakar ·,rhich led to the use of European trainino: · from the financial 
r-oint of vie1.r this is a luxury. 

The interpretation of the Dakar ex~erirnent is less strair:htf'orward ' . .,rl1ere the 
tec:,nical advisers are concerned. Their services Here provider1 entirely free 
of charge, but the aid received was nevertheless vrorth a r;ood deAl in economic 
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terms. If the self-help system becomes more widespread, it is unlikely to be able 
to continue on the basis of cost-free participation, and the problem should 
therefore be discussed in detail. 

Aid was in fact provided on three levels: 

(a) Psychological assistance, aimed at encouraging the self-helpers to 
persevere on the way which they had freely chosen; 

(b) Administrative assistance: the launching and completion of the operation 
required a certain amount of organization? which was a considerable burden on the 
participants; 

(c) Technical assistance, whose importance is clear from the account given 
above. 

The basic aims of the technical advisers were themselves fairly complex: 

Part of their task ~oras to show that housing units could be built more cheaply 
than by the usual procedure of resorting to contrac·tors. Fron.. this standpoint, 
the experiment was intended to confirm the theories advanced by the t~oro advisers 
strictly within the framework of their professional activity; 

Above all, they wished to shmr, in the climate of Dakar just before 
decolonization, that cordial relations between Europeans and Africans were possible 
and that Africans, contrary to the belief or pretended belief of some, were 
capable of sustained effort if there ~oms enough at stake. This, incidentally,, was 
the reason for the clause in the project regulations requirin~ personal effort 
from each participant. 

All this obviously meant that the experi~ent could not afford to fail. For 
this reason the amount of assistance provided was perhaps excessive and the 
approach was over-cautious. 

Be that as it may, the three forms of assistance differed in their practical 
implications. Technical assistance was unqueFtionably necessary, but if the 
experiment had been carried further, the effort initially made would not have had 
to be repeated; in any case, it could be paid for as well as provided free of 
charGe. The psychological assistance, on the other hand, would have been just 
as essential for a second experiment. The same was true of the administrative 
help which was aimed at overcomin~ the difficulties experienced by a traditional 
African group during the changeover to a type of organization inspired by that 
"Yrhich has developed in the industrialized countries. In short, real collective 
c'tiscipline had to be created, a task which was not always easy. 

For this reason, it would seem that a self-help experiment on any appreciable 
scale cannot be contemplated without training to a level considerably hi~her than 
that provided by the professional traininr, instructors. Here again, howeverJ only 
a comparison of different experinents vill p.;iv-= a clear indication of how 
important the nature of that training is. 
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It is worth remarking that in Dakar itself the experiment described here was 
prolonged spontaneously~and with a very slight deq;ree of participation by outside 
advisers. Ten years after the launching of this second experiment, 10 houses out 
of the 100 planned remained to be built. This confirms that the self-help system 
cannot operate on its mm, but seems also to show that the external assistance 
requirements are not necessarily high. Two facts about the first experiment 
described here lead to a similar conclusion: 

The part played by the technical advisers, which was very important when 
work began~ subsequently became negli~ible~ 

On the other hand - a point which was not worth noting for itself but is 
significant in relation to the pr"Ji.."Jlem nm.; being discussed - the fencing for which 
the self-helpers obtained a snpple11entary loan without a previous technical study 
1n depth was in practice never erec~ed accordin~ to specifications. 

In any case, the author feels that serious consideration of the problem of 
assistance is essential if the self-help system is to make any real progress. 

The self-help system is not simply a means of housing a poor population 

In fact, faced by the difficulties, particularly of trainin~, which the self
help system raises" one might be tempted to doubt its utility. Financially, the 
advantages are unquestioned, since in Dakar construction costs were cut by about 
50 per cent. However, there are other systems which lead to almost the same 
result: subcontracting, whici1 became widespread in Dakar durin~ the same period, 
affords savin~s which, though less, are still considerable. For the construction 
of community housinp; in a climatic and economic environment like that of Dakar, 
replacement of the contractor by the jobbin~ builder eliminates all the expense 
involved in recourse to the complex systef'l. of the organized firm. 

In fact, the author's impression of the Dakar experiment was that the self
help system was much more than a means of housin~ a poor population. 

However that may be, an accurate assessment of the experiment must include 
the following points: 

From the strictly financial standpoint, an additional advantage of the self
help system is that it practically eliminates subsequent maintenance expenses, 
since the participants themselves assume this responsibility~ 

'The systen as used at Dakar provided participants with the basic essentials 
1-rhich met the strictest standards of hy~iene, but mir;ht not necessarilv suit the 
needs of a polygamous or extended family. ~-1any owner-occupiers ·were able, on 
their o>m, to add additional units of rougher construction or to make conversions, 
thus reaching an acceptable compromise between quality and living space, which 
vJOuld have been difficult without assistance~ 

11Do it yourself' buildinp_; has become a rep.:ular occupation of the self-helpers, 
and many of them are never without a bag of cement in the house. This is important 
in the ex-colonial countries, where contact with a European population consistin~ 
mainly of professional and office staff has led to contempt for manual labour· 
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Finally, and probably most important, 10 years after the end of the building 
stage and several years after the self-helpers have paid off their financial 
obligations, their group as such remains alive and continues to function along 
the lines initially imposed on it by technical reauirements. The team supervisors 
remain, and each of them acts in turn as host to the meetings, over tea, of the 
Hanagement Committee. Material solidarity also remains. Going beyond the 
problems of housing pure and simple, the participants have sought, and are still 
seeking, to improve the living conditions of the community: trees have been 
planted, and a youth centre and a mosque are planned (although aamittedly their 
construction seems slow). Hhat is perhaps even more important, in at least one 
case the community spirit of the self-helpers has prevailed over traditions. When 
one member died, the society, after lengthy discussions with the customary 
beneficiaries and the payment of an indemnity to them, succeeded in ensuring that 
the house would remain the property of the deceased 7 s children instead of becoming 
that of his wife's brother. 

It might possibly be asked whether the fact that a family has housing 
corresponding to certain standards in the industrialized countries is really 
significant. A number of the self-help houses in Dakar are rented out, which makes 
it possible for ~hose involved to feed a family with many petits freres. Although 
he was shocked when he first learned of this, the author now sees it as an 
unexpected, but nevertheless fortunate, consequence. 

As far as the sociological consequences of the experiment are concerned, 
hm·rever, caution should be exercised in interpretint?; the observations made. Would 
the same results have been achieved with other social and professional categories 
of a lower degree of urbanization? In addition, the environment a.t Dakar allowed 
a number of Europeans and a hundred Africans to i•TOrk top;ether at a crucial moment 
in the history of Senegal. This made it possible to stress certain aspects of 
the experiment that ensured its success. 1fua.t would happen today in a completely 
different sociological and political context? 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusion to be dra1m from these remarks is that the advantages of the 
self-help system can hardly be doubted. On the other hand, the steps necessary to 
extend it 1 particularly as regards the training required, are not easy to specify 
i.rith certainty. Any chance of progress on this point probably lies in comparing 
similar experiments run in different sociological, cultural and political 
surroundings. The snecific information on the Dakar experiment which·the author 
has attempted to p;ive as precisely as nossible should make a useful contribution 
to such comparisons. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Like most other developing countries, the Sudan is undergoing a gradual 
shift of its population from rural to urban areas. The Sudan is not yet highly 
urbanized when measured by European or even African standards, 1/ but the 
degree qf urban growth so far reached in certain urban centres has been sufficient 
to bring about all the typical problems which follow rapid urban development. 
There is a need for more housing, there is a need for better housing, the cost of 
the socially acceptable house is beyond the means of substantial numbers of urban 
families, overcrowding and slums are quite common, and in recent years squatter 
settlements have sprung up on the fringes of some towns. Such problems are 
sharply felt in the larger urban centres because those centres have received the 
maximQ~ share of economic and social development. For the young immigrant seeking 
employment, these large centres are found more attractive since they offer greater 
opportunities for employment and other amenities of life. 

The steady growth of population in the major towns has resulted in adverse 
problems of housing shortage, overcrowding, slums, illegal settlements and 
squatting. Under these circumstances, the challenge lies in the ability of the 
authorities to bring about the administrative, technical and financial climate 
Jhat ••ill ensure a balanced distribution of resources and facilities and that will 
curb further deterioration of the environment. Until recentlf, the situation in 
the Sudan was unfavourable to the growth of heal thy environments. 'rhat was 
partly due to the absence of adequate funds for housinr; and related facilities -
which, in turn, stemmed from an insufficient understandin3 of the role of housing 
in the development plans - and partly to the absence of' a central body in which 
the responsi~ility for housing and planning could be vested. New towns grew and 
developed around administrative, commercial or industrial centres, unguided by 
development plans and with only secondary provision fo:c hc..tsin13 and related 
facilities. The outcome was, in most cases, the growth of squalid and unhealthy 
communities within the town centres and around the periphery. 

Recently, a separate ministry has been established to deal with housing and 
environmental problems. It is 8. stated polie:y of the Ministry of Housing t.o 
give priority to the correction of the numerous mistakes inherited from the past 
(for instance, new housing communities without public facilities and services and 
the absence of control over the old communities which have grown haphazardly). 
The greatest part of the tl]:inistry' s effort is now being deliberately directed 
towards the improvement of existing communities through replanning, rehousing and 
the provision of essential faciliti~s and services. 

The present article describes a rehousing scheme undertaken by the f··u .13try of 
t"!"0using in c)ne of the major towns, Port Sudan. The scheme is ultimately J. .. - ._:nded 

!/ According to the first population census, 8.3 per cent of the total 
population of the Sudan were living in urban settle~ents by 1956. Current 
estimates of urban population range between 12 and 15 per cent. (The Sudan, 
Department of Statistics} First Population Census, 1955-56 (Khartoum)). 
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to affect some 60,000 squatters living in seven distinct districts (known as 
deims) 2/ around the town. So far, two of these deims (Deim,Gilude and Deim 
Sallalab) have been cleared, and their 16,000 inhabitants rehoused, but the 
experience gained from them will be used in rehousing of the populations of the 
other deims. This article gives a brief description of the pilot project of 
Deim Gilude, which was started in January 1970 and completed in June 1970 and has 
successfully affected 5,800 squatters. 

The main conclusions to be drawn from the pilot project of Deim Gilude 
support the views already put forward by John Turner and others concerned with 
Latin American housing: that new responsibilities will need to be assumed by 
both the public and the authorities, and that there is a vital need for housing 
agencies to come to terms with popular resources and efforts, if significant 
i@provements of the housing ar.d environmental conditions are to come about. ]/ 

PORT SuDAN AND ITS DEIMS 

The new town of Port Sudan, at the railway terminus and around the newly 
constructed docks, replaced the old town of Suakin as the only sea port of the 
country. The main outlines of the present town were laid down in the early 
interwar years. Port Sudan now ranks second to the three-towns capital of the 
country as a population centre (see map 1). 

The site of the present to1m was traditionally occupied by Beja nomads who 
were involved in agriculture and animal grazing. After the establishment of the 
town, they continued to congregate on its periphery and some found employment as 
unskilled workers in the docks. They lived in dense, semi-rural settlements 
(or deims). In addition to these original settlers, the town drew more people 
from the surrounding Red Sea Hills and Tokar area. The process of immigration was 
speeded up by a series of dry years in the Red Sea area which encouraged the 
farmers to neglect their fields in favour of new chances for employment in the 
new town of Port Sudan. These new imm rants were also attracted by the deims 
as the latter provided cheap accommodation and proximity to places of work. The 
result was a rapid expansion of the deims and a haphazard growth of the town, 
pC1rticu1arly in the period after i'ldepenclence in 1956. 

T"he population of Port Sudan grew from 4 7, 000 in 1956 to 90,000 in 1965. 4 I 
Thus :.he population has almost doubled in only nine years. The 1970 estimate of 
the population of Port Sudan reached 120,000 inhabitants. It has been calculated 
that since independence the town has been growing at a gross annual rate of 
8.2 per cent. Out of this, 2.4 per cent is accounted for by natural increase~ 
"ivhich means that immigration alone is responsible for the other 5.8 per cent rate 
of annual c;rowth. 

~./ Deim is a local term used to describe the traditional, overcrowded 
residential community. 

3/ John Turner, "Dwellinc; resources in South America", Architectural Design 
(Lond~n), August 1963, pp. 360-393. 

4/ The S-:....dan, Department of Statistics, Po,)ulation and Housing Survey - Port 
Sudan-:- 1964 I 6 5 (Khartoum). 
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MAP 1. THE SUDAN SHOWING THE LOCATION OF PORT SUDAN, TOKAR AREA AND THE RED SEA HILLS 
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Overcrowding within the town centre and the high cost of building in relation 
to the incomes of the people, mostly low-paid workers, pushed more families to 
the deims. In addition to the original settlers and the new immigrants from the 
Red ·sea Hills, the deims began to receive massive overspill from the main town 
itself. As the town grew and developed, the squatter areas were spreading out and 
were, moreover limiting the expansion of the town proper from almost all 
directions (see map 2). · 

This rapid uncontrolled grov~h aroused the interest of the authorities and 
by 1958 Doxiadis Associat0~ were invited to advise on the master plan and the 
futu:ce development of the town. 5/ But the town grew beyond any anticipated 
rate and the outlines of the pJan were broken long before the end of the plan 
period. The situation today is characterized by an urgent and haphazard growth 
of shanty-towns and illegal dei·~· 

Some 60,000 inhabitants - about half the population of Port Sudan by 
1970 - were living in temporary shacks comprising seven different deims in 
conditions of terrible overcrowding and lacking the most essential facilities and 
services. The average house in these communities consists of one room built 
of straw, tins, cardboard or used timber. The family of between four and 10 
persons lives in this room lacking privacy and the means of getting rid of human 
excreta. The few small open areas around these shacks - which are in fact 
unplanned leftovers - were used as rubbish dumps and as such they became breeding 
grounds for mosquitoeG, flies and other harmful insects. The whole environment 
of the deims was unhealthy, miserable and, moreover, a disturbance to the urban 
A.tmosphere of the town. It was natural that disease and social evils 'wuld 
develop and that the deims themselves would be regarded unfavourably by both the 
citizens and the authorities of the town. 

The following table gives a statistical summary of the size of the populations 
in the deims. of Port Sudan. 

Harne of deim Number of households Number of persons 

Deim Gilude 1,984 5,800 

Deim Sallalab 2 ,19lt 10,000 

Deim El Nur 1,889 9,000 

Dar Es Salaam 2,]60 12,000 

Adrut Dippa r.oo 3,000 

Umna 3,200 15,000 

Hill at El Shareif 587 2,800 

Total 12,514 60,500 

2J Doxiadis Associates, "Port Sudan master plan'', a document prepared for 
the Government of the ~:;uc;_an (Athens, 1959). 
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MAP 2. PORT SUDAN SHOWING THE LOCATION OF ILLEGAL OEIMS 
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DEIM GILUDE 

One of these deims, Deim Gilude, was chosen for the Pilot Rehousing Scheme. 

Deim Gilude, to the north of Port Sudan, is the oldest and perhaps the poorest 
of all the deims. 6/ It illegally occupied land close to the railway station which 
had already been zoned for development of stores and warehouses. 

A scheme drawn up by the local authority in 1963 was the last serious attempt 
to rehouse the squatters of Deim Gilude. The residents were allotted plots of 
land in a planned area west of the present Sallalab area and just outside the old 
town boundary. They were asked to move to the new site but very few actually did 
so. The illi1abitants thought that the new site was too far from their places of 
work and that the new building would be expensive. A~so, there was no assurance 
that the services and facilities they needed in the ne~ scheme would be made 
available to them. Indeed, the town authority's decision to remove the deim to 
its new site aroused great indignation among the inhabitants who saw it as a 
device to deprive them of their land and give it to others. 

The failure of the 1963 rehousing scheme underlines two general principles of 
vital significance in dealing with squatters' problems, and, indeed, with all 
types of rehousing problems. 

The first principle is that no solution is likely to n1aterialize without the 
consent and the active participation of the inhabitants involved. Official 
ob<iectives, however noble they may be, can easily be misinterpreted, leading 
sometimes to deplorable results. The squatters and illegal settlers are usually 
cons·cious of their own problems, foremost among which is the feeling of urban 
suppression. Unless they are carefully and genuinely approached, and encouraged to 
solve their mm problems, they are likely to resist any attempt at rehousing, 
and they usually have the organization for this kind of reaction. 

The second principle to emerge is that if these solutions are to be ef.f'ective, 
they must be based on a clear understanding of the needs and resources of the 
inhabitants involved. It would not be feasible to ask their consent and 
participation in solutions that are too remote frm1 their felt needs and 
potentialities. Theoretical standards and abstract values have no place in 
solutions suitable for the masses of the urban poor. Solutions have to be 
practical, easily comprehended and easily followed. The time invested by the 
planners or the architect in knm.;ing his clients is not wasted, for it is the 
only •·my he will be able to provide for their needs and aspirations and, above all, 
to discover hunan and material resources for the improvement of their environments. 
This is particularly so in developing countries like the Sudan where the housing 
and environmental problems are relatively new and where the basic informatica about 
the people and their desired environments is lacking. IJ 

6/ Hassan Y. Bedawi, 11 'I'he growing deims of Port Sudan11
, a series of articles 

in _LU Ayam Paper (KhartoUla), Ivlay 1970. 

If El Bedri 0. Elias, "Spacf: standards in low-cost housing with specific 
reference to urban areas of central Sudan';, Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh University) 
1970. 
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These two principles considerably affected the philosophy, the method and the 
solution for the replanning of Deim Gilude early in 1970. There was very little 
information available from the town authorities about Deim Gilude and its people. 
The only information available was that the deim could be distinguished from the 
other deims by a higher rate of crime, unemployment, illness, social malaise and 
mental disturbance among its inhabitants. The need for a social and economic 
survey immediately became apparent. This was planned on a house-to-house basis to 
collect information about such aspects as sizes and types of families, age groups, 
employment, income levels, types of houses etc. In addition to this factual 
information, and, in fact, before the application of the survey, observation and 
group discussions were held in the community to gain an over-all impression of the 
housing conditions, patterns of living, habits and traditions, types of social 
organizations, attitudes and opinions of thP. inhabitants etc. 

Before carrying out these studies, it was necessary to approach the 
inhabitants through the leaders of the social organizations, particularly the 
tribal leaders, to explain the purpose of the study and to ask for their 
co-operation. A number of such meetings were held and films and slides were 
shown in the presence of the town authorities, emphasizing the existing problems 
and pointing to possible directions and examples of improvement. The intention \.a.:;; 
to try as far as possible to gain the sympathy and stimulate the interest .1Zld 
enthusiasm of both the inhabitants of the deim and the officials of the tm.;n. 
Opinions -vrere exchanged and methods of improvement were discussed. This approach 
proved very useful later on both in carrying out the surveys and in the 
subsequent application of the programme. The inhabitants were found to be quite 
co-operative throughout all stages. A great trend was discovered among them 
towards communal activities and this was developed and made use of in the progral!•J!.c, 
as lvill be shown. At this stage, however, it is worth while to review briefly 
some of the survey findings. 

Deim Gilude was started by immigrants from the Beni Amer tribe who came to 
the area early in 1950. These were later followed by immigrants from other tribes, 
and +.he deim developed very rapidly. At the time of the survey, the deim had 
6, 000 inhabitants representing various tribes of· the Red Sea Hills, 76 per cent of 
them Beni .~er. In the past, hostilities have developed among these tribes over 
ownership of land and other matters and, in fact, tribal boundaries were easily 
identifiable to the visitor to the deim. 

The deim was inhabited by 1,100 households, 89 per cent of which occupied 
single rooms. The average occupancy rate was 5.5 persons per room. Almost all of 
the houses were lacking basic facilities, 88 per cent being without bathrooms and 
97 per cent without latrines. Drinking water was brought from the nearby 
'.rarehouses and sold to the inhabitants at high prices. 

An interestin~ feature in the form of house tenure in Deim Gilude was the 
e:~istence of absentee landlords among the squatters. It was found from the survey 
til~t about one third of the shacks were let, fetching an average of 3 Sudanese 
!.ounds per month. 

Almost three quc:·.:rter.> of the heads of households in Deim Gilude were · .. Jorl:ius :::..1" 

the harl:our. 'Two thirds of these were unskilled daily paid workers a11d the rest 
were in permanent employr1ent. Fifteen per cent of the heads of households -vrere 
unemployecl. Monthly incomes ranged from under 5 Sudanese pounds tu about 
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FIGURE I. A VIEW· OF DEDI GIWDE BEFORE THE REHOUSING 

FIGURE II. CONDITIONS IN DEIM GILUDE BEFORE THE REHOUSING 
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20 Sudanese pounds. About tvro thirds of the heads of households had incomes 
below 10 Sudanese pounds per month and this is reflected in the very low standard 
of living which characterizes the area. The following table shows the breakdown 
of the working population into income groups. 

Income gr~up. 

(Sudanese pounds per 

Less than 5 

5 - 10 

11 ·- 15 

16 20 

More than 20 

month) 

21 

43 
23 

8 

4 

Unlike other tribes, the Beni Amer women usually go out to work and in this 
way contribute to the household income. It was found that almost 40 per cent of 
the housewives in Deim Gilude were economically active. 

It seemed from the surveys that the inhabitants of Deim Gilude would remain 
permanently in town. Some of them went to their places of origi~ during the rainy 
season to cultivate the land but this was only temporary as they almost always 
came back tc.. resume their work in the town. Otherwise, they had little to do with 
their home villages. New organizations and social institutions had developed in 
the d~i~ and these were directed towards the general improvement of the community. 
For example~ they had often started communitv health campaigns and they had often 
contacted the town authorities~ on behalf of the squatters, asking for the provision 
of public services and so on. 

It is worth noting here that the survey offered more tha.n simply the 
statistical summary shown above. The casual and subjective experiences gained from 
the discussions with the inhabitants or from simply being inside the community 
proved of greater help and offered some guidelines for a more practical approach. 
For example, witlt respect to the employment pattE:rn, discussions showed that the 
people had organized themselves into teams which 1vorked in the docks according to 
the arrival and departure of ships. In this way, the whole team would be free from 
work two or three times a week" This casual observation was found to be of utmost 
importance" In the first place, it highlighted a natural tendency among the 
inhabitants towards group activities and, in the second place, it indicated the 
possibility of involving the existing teams in communal work on their free days. 

THE PROGRAMME 

\Jerked out from the inherent tendency of the inhabitants towards communal 
·IJE:rti ci:9ation, the programme was planned on a self--help basis" This -vras further 
encouraged by the absence of material resources and the urgency for a solution to 
the problem. The solution had to be modest, it aimed at not more than achieving a 
sm.md and conceivable improvement of the a:opalling housing and environmental 
conditions of the thousands of families in tbe deim. 
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Of necessity, the programme had to be 'o~·t''of the ordinary office· routine: it 
had to be dynamic, real and straight to the point. In this waJr, it enabled the 
inhabitants to perceive, beforehand, the kind of environment they would live in 
·and it left room for their participation in the planning of it. 

The first problem to emerge 9 after the preparation of the inhabitants and the 
authorities for this kind of approach, was to find a suitable site for the 
resettlement scheme. This was chosen on a plain at the side of the harbour bay 
about one mile from the former deim. ~lliile being away from the railway development 
area, the new site maintained the:Same proximity to the working centre in the 
docks. The new site was planned and plots were demarcated. The sizes of 
individual plots varied between 100 and 200 square metres in accordance with the 
anticipated sizes of families. Communal facilities, such as water points. were 
installed beforehand in order to provide some incentive to the inhabitants to move 
to the new site. It is interesting to note here that the pipelines (1,500 metres 
in length) were actually installed by the peo·: "1 e themselves, maldng use of the 
existing teams and shift system. 

Prior to 
into effect. 
offices where 
material help 
etc. 

rehousing, a number of measures had to be tal~en to put the programme 
Contacts had been made with different government departments and 
most of the people of the deim 1rere employed, to obtain financial and 
in the form ~f skilled labo~ lorries, equipment, building materials 

The solutions and the programme of work were discussed with the people, who 
vrere keen and interested, as Hitnessed by their attendance rate. After agreeing 
on the main lines the people were divided into working teams with definite 
responsibilities and time schedules. THenty such teams were formed, each of which 
was composed of 20 ~eople. Skilled labour, materials and equipment were distributed 
among the teams according to their duties. 

To minimize the cost of buildinr; on the ne\·T site it was found advisable to 
mal.;:e maximum use of the materials used in the shacks of the old deim. The work was 
planned so that 40 families could be moved and rehoused per day.- The family to be 
rehoused was given at least 24 hours 1 notice to pack up and prepare themselves for 
movinc; Arrangements had been made vrith the employers of the heads of households to 
be rehoused for the latter to be released from 1wrk for a period of two days to 
supervise and help in the rebuilding of their houses. The head of each household 
to be uisplaced was issued with a card showing the number and area of his new plot 
together with a model plan of his neH house. 

Hork was organized so that the 20 teams were divided equally between the old 
site and the new site. Those on the old site helped to dismantle the shacks and 
load suitable building materin.ls on to the lorries, while the 10 teams on the new 
site, supplemented by sl:illed labourers, reassembled the houses according to model 
plans 'I'he responsibility of the worl\.ing teams on the ne1·1 site was limited to 
building the core of each house (at least one room), but the householder was 
advised Pnd encouraged to mal.:::e additions to his l10use, SlJCh as the co11struction of 
boundar;r vralls and a kitchen, a bathroom etc. 

'Throughout the process of rehousing, the nlanning team (composed of only one 
planner and two architect assistants) 1ms involved in the supervision and direction 
of the onerations on both the old and the new sites. Their responsibility covered 
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a wide spectrum, from providing fuel for the trucks which removed the shacks, and 
settling disputes arising from the sequence of moving, to offering technical 
advice in the dismantling of the old houses and the reconstruction of the new ones. 

To bring the new houses within the material resources of the inhabitants, and 
to encourage the spirit of self-help, a number of concessions were made. It had 
been arranged with the Ministry of Housing that the plots should be allotted to 
the inhabitants on lease-hold) free of charge. It was also agreed that no specific 
building or construction standards would be imposed: rather, improvement would come 
naturally as the economic and social conditions improved. In addition to these 
concessions, technical know-how, model plans and transport of building materials 
from the old site to the new were offered free of charge. 

THE NEU DEIM MAYU 

The new area was called Deim Mayu, after the Sudanese May Revolution. It 
comprises four communities~ each consisting of about 300 houses grouped around an 
open space which contains public facilities such as water points and social centres. 
The four communities surround a public centre to accommodate major facilitie- ··xch 
as schools, a clinic, clubs etc. So far, a clinic, a youth club, a women 1 s 
organization club and an adult education centre have been completed by the 
inhabitants on the self-help basis. The school is currently under construction 
(figure V). 

For daily household needs) shops are placed at corners around the community, 
but a main social and commercial centre containing a market, a mosque and a police 
stat:ion is located to serve both Deim Hayu and the newly planned community of 
Dei1TJ SRl1alab (map 3). The whole area is linked by an asphalt road to Port Sudan 
town cc'!tre. 

The scheme was planned at an average net density of 200 persons per acre, 
Houses were arran~ed in blocks of about 12 to 20 houses each, separated by wide 
roads on all sides, These roads were actually intended to be used as social 
gathering spaces ar1d as barriers between the timber houses for protection against 
the spread of fire. 

Communal latrines were provided around the community, but some of the 
inhabitants preferred to have their own latrines inside their plots, In fact, a 
reappraisal of the scheme has shmm that renturkable improvements were made by the 
inhabitants to their houses. Quite a few have added pit latrines, kitchens, 
surrounding ·Halls etc. This proves that these people retain great ability for 
self improvement, an ability which could certainly be directed to the improvement 
not only of their physical environment but also to their social environment. 

Deim t1ayu, which noll comprises over l,OCJ houses, was completed in a periou 
of only one month, but both the houses anc their surrounding communities are beinc~ 
continually improved. 
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MAP 3. PORT SUDAN SHOWING THE LOCATION OF THE REHOUSING AREAS 
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FIGURE VI. CONS'l'RUCTION OF A MOSQUE AT DEIM MAYU 

FIGURE VII. THE COMMUNITY CENTRE AT DEIM MAYU 
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FINAL REMARKS 

Any housing programme is subject to the political pressure of groups with 
certain interests to nursue. The greatest challenge in most developing countries 
has so far been how to direct th~ housing resources and programmes to serve the 
masses, p~rticularly the poorer people. 8/ Housing programmes in the Sudan have 
until recently been directed towards what were falsely referred to as· low-income 
groups. The houses were traditionally built to relatively high standards, and the 
tenants 1-rere traditionally chosen only from those 1-rho could pay for those kinds 
of houses. That approach did not offer a solution. Indeed, it added to the 
complexity of the problem, first by ignoring the growing numbers of poor urban 
families, and secondly by inspiring housing standards beyond the means of the 
avera~e family. 9/ The Deim Gilude project has at least one merit; it improved 
the housin~ and ;nvironmental conditions of 1,100 families in a period of less than 
six months and at practically no material cost to the tenant (the cost per house 
unit being 4 Sudanese pounds). 

The whole project was a unique experiment in rehousing, a bold but carefully 
planned administrative and sociolo~ical operation of adjustment which posed 
enormous political, social and administrative problems. It involved more than 
just clearing a squatter area and rehousing the displaced persons~ it was an 
elaborate piece of social engineering for uniting people of different social and 
cultural backgrounds into an intef,rated community, and for mobilizinp; the human 
resources and directing them towards the improvement of that community. 

The project has been visited several times since it was completed, and it J.s 
being kept constantly under observation to record its successes and failures. 
These will be of some significance to the programmes for the rest of the deims 
(one of which, comprising 2,500 families' w-as recently completed on the same __ _ 
basis). 10/ 

On the whole, the reappraisals point to a general level of satisfaction amon~ 
the inhabitants with their new Deim Hayu. The houses are continually beinP: 
improved~ more rooms are added, bathrooms and latrines are being installed, 
building materials are exchanged for better and more durable ones etc. More 
important is the feeline; of security 1-rhich has be~Sun to develop amonr: the 
inhabitants and which is beginning to be reflected in an improved social behaviour. 
In the past, Deim Gilude had been an area to be avoided by the average citizen: at 
present, Deim Vayu is developing into a 1vell-integrated and socially active society. 
Police records, for example, point to a much reduced rate of crime. 

§/ See J. Turner, op. cit.; East Africa Royal Commission, Chairman 
Sir Hugh Dow, Renort, 1953-1955, Cmd. 9475 (London, H~1SO, 1955); Design of Low-cost 
Housing and Community Facilities, vol. I. Cli:mate and House Design (United Nations 
publication, Sales No. E.69.IV.ll), as abstracted in Ekistics (Athens), vol. 25, 
No. 147, pp. 63-86: John D. Herbert and. A. P. van Huyck (eds.), Urban Plannin~ in 
the Developing Countries (Praeger Special Studies in International Economics and. 
Develonment) (New York, Praeger, 1968), chap. 4. 

9/ El Bedri 0. Elias, on. cit., pp. 23-27. 

10/ The Deim Sallalab Rehousing Project was started in December 1970 and 
completed in ~~Y 1971. 
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The main conclusion to be drawn from the pilot sche~e of Deim Gilude is that: 
if housing solutions are to materialize, they will have to emerge from the values 
and the opportunities of the people involved. Five of the six months taken by the 
project were allocated for understanding and evaluating these values and 
opportunities. The physical clearance and reconstruction of the houses took less 
than one 1-:1onth, Nany difficulties arose during the execution of the programme but 
most of these were overcome through the involvement of the leaders of the existing 
political and tribal organizations in the area. These were invited to join 
together to form a standinG; COIIliDi ttee in an attempt to get them to participate and 
help in developing a sense of awareness and involvement among the residents. This 
approach helped from the beginning to remove the kind of misunderstanding which had 
preceded the earlier attempt and in this way paved the i.·laY f'or a better solution. 
Once this had been achieved, the solutions were no longer considered official 
i~positions, and the new environment was found to be much less alien to the 
inl1abi te.nts than had once been feared. 
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